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Z CONDITIONS OF SALE, aise 9 
~ 

1. Definitions. In these Conditions Glendining & Co. who act only as auctioneers 
and agents are called “Glendinings” and the representative of Glendinings conducting 
the auction is called “the Auctioneer”. 

2. General. Whilst Glendinings make every effort to ensure the accuracy of their 
catalogues and the description of any lot:- 

(a) Each lot as set out in the catalogue or as divided or combined with any other lot 
or lots is sold by the vendor with all faults, imperfections and errors of descriptions. 
(b) Glendinings do not accept responsibility for the authenticity, attribution, 
genuineness, Origin, authorship, date, age, period, condition or quality of any lot or 
any other errors of description. 
(c) All statements whether printed in the catalogue or made orally as to any of the 
matters set out in (b) above are statements of opinion only and are not to be taken as 
being or implying any warranties or representations of fact by Glendinings. 

3. The Auction, (a) The Auctioneer has absolute discretion to divide any lot, to 
combine any two or more lots or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale, to refuse 
bids, regulate bidding or cancel the sale, without in any case giving any reason or 
without previous notice. He may bid on behalf of the vendor for all goods which are 
being offered subject to reserve or at the Auctioneer’s discretion. 

(b) The highest bidder shall be the Buyer unless if, during or immediately after the 
Sale of the Lot, the Auctioneer considers that a dispute has arisen or that there is 
any other reason for so doing, he has absolute discretion to settle it or to re-offer the 

(c) Each lot is put up for sale subject to any reserve price placed by the vendor. 
Where there is no reserve price (but not otherwise) the seller has the right to bid 
either personally or by any one person (who may be the Auctioneer). 
(d) All conditions, notices, descriptions, statements and other matters in the 
catalogue and elsewhere concerning any lot are subject to any statements modifying 
or affecting the same made by the auctioneer from the rostrum prior to any bid 
being accepted for the lot. 

4. V.A.T. The Buyer will be liable to pay V.A.T. at the standard rate on the 
hammer price on those Lots indicated with a dagger (*) after the Lot number. This 
V.A.T. is refundable on proof of export by Overseas Buyer. 

5, Premium, The Buyer shall pay the hammer price together with a premium of 
10% of the hammer price. The premium is NOT negotiable and attracts V.A.T. at the 
Standard Rate and is payable by ALL Buyers. 

6. Recission. Notwithstanding any other terms of these Conditions, if within 
fourteen days after the sale Glendinings have received from the buyer of any lot notice 
in writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate forgery and within twenty-one days 
after such notification the buyer returns the same to Glendinings in the same condition 
as at the time of sale and within a reasonable period thereafter by producing evidence, 
the burden of proof to be upon the buyer, satisfies Glendinings that considered in the 
light of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery then the sale of the lot 
will be rescinded and the purchase price of the same refunded. The vendor agrees to be 
bound by Glendinings’ decision. 

7. Default. Glendinings disclaim responsibility for default by either the buyer or the 
vendor because they act as Auctioneers only and therefore do not pay out to the 
vendor until payment is received from the buyer. Instructions given by telephone are 
accepted at the sender’s risk and must be confirmed in writing forthwith. 

8. Third Party Liability. Every person on Glendinings’ premises at any time shall 
be deemed to be there at his own risk. He shall have no claim against Glendinings in 
respect of any accident which may occur or injury, damage or loss howsoever caused, 
save in so far as the injury, damage or loss shall be caused by the negligence of 
Glendinings’ employees. 

Please Note. 

The metal in which the coins are struck is indicated thus: — 

AN'=gold, A=silver, AZ=copper or bronze. 
El= Electrum (an alloy of gold and silver), 
Bl=Billon (an alloy of silver and copper). 

Care is taken to describe accurately the condition of coins and medals, 
using the following scale: Extremely fine, Very fine, Fine, and Good. Where 
no condition is stated it may be assumed that the coins and medals are not 
in good condition. 
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Catalogue of the 

MRS. M. DELME-RADCLIFFE 

Collection of Hammered Silver Coins 

One London penny is type XVa. 

The IIIb is type Ia. 
Both without fleurs above crown. 

There is a (overweight) forgery known from the same stable as Lot 

167. 

Is a groat. 

Is false and will be offered with the forgeries, Lot 390. 
Pellets are under DON (2) not LON (2). 

Second coin reads BRISTOLL (as is usual). 

Both same rev. die (BNJ XXV, pl. VII, 7) so both X/VIII(?). 

Without fleurs over crown. 
The two XVIIIb/XIX mules are with trefoils over crown. 
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FOREWORD 

The collection now offered comprises hammered silver coins from Edward I 

(1272-1307) to Henry VII’s First Issue (1485-1487) with open crown—an 

Open Crown Collection, one might say. Within this series is a specialist collec- 

tion of coins of Edward IV (1461-1483) comprising no less than 470 pieces 

(excluding 33 Irish issues), as against some 405 pieces in the celebrated 

Lockett collection. With this in mind, and with the aid of the Schneider Fund, 

the British Numismatic Society has agreed to have the coins of Edward IV 

photographed so that prints of the coins of this interesting and so varied reign 

will be made available to collectors and students alike, price £20 from A. H. 

Baldwin & Sons Ltd., cheques made payable to the British Numismatic 

Society. 

Most were acquired during the period 1969-1975, when anything of 

particular interest, especially Edward IV, was bought from a variety of 

sources up and down the country, be it in the London saleroom, or dealers and 

coin fairs both in London and the provinces. From an early stage, Mrs. 

Delmé-Radcliffe was helped and encouraged in her collecting activities by her 

friend and near neighbour in Ramsbury, Mr. Christopher Blunt, co-author of 

the magnum opus on Edward IV published in BNJ XXV. 

Pedigrees are relatively few, but it is surprising how many pieces, initially 

without any quoted provenance, turn out subsequently to have a pedigree, or 

to be the illustrated, or quoted, specimen in a specialist work of reference. For 

this painstaking research, I have to thank Mr. Tim Webb-Ware, who was 

pleased to do a considerable amount of detailed work on one of his specialities, 

the reign of Edward IV, as indeed he did on the coins of Henry V. Several 

coins of this reign, amongst others, were purchased from the collection of Mr. 

Dimi Mangakis, some of whose coins of Henry V were sold through the 

Numismatic Circular in November and December, 1970. I have also to thank 

Mr. Jeffrey North for casting his expert eye over the Edward penny series. 

The coins are listed by issue, denomination, etc., to suit any one reign: those 

of Edward IV by issue, denomination, mint and type. Contrary to modern 

trends, the lotting is sometimes spread a little thinly: this should help 

specialists acquire specific pieces without having to purchase too much 

unwanted material. Basic references are to North’s English Hammered 

Coinage and Seaby’s Standard Catalogue of British Coins, though for 

Edward IV these works are anything but specific. The reason for this is that 

North, with the exception of the pennies of York and Durham, usually gives 

all types of a denomination under one number and Seaby lists all the coins by 

variety (marks by neck, on breast, on cusps etc.) rather than in chronological 

sequence. Specialist references are given in the text or, if frequently used, 

following the reign heading. Most are to standard works published in the 



British Numismatic Journal: all are indexed by North in his second edition. 

The photography (10 plates) is by Edward Baldwin: for clarity, most of the 

halfpennies and all of the farthings illustrated have been enlarged (x 2, marked 
“B”), 

On a more personal note, two points are worthy of mention. Firstly, Lot 

329, a rare Edward IV London groat of Type XX/XIX, was found in 

Aldbourne, the Wiltshire village which became the Delmé-Radcliffe home 

after a lifetime spent abroad in various parts of the world. Secondly, unknown 

to most, Peggy Delme-Radcliffe has close numismatic associations especially 

to war medal collectors, in that her cousin was Lt. Col. Kingsley Foster, DSO, 

OBE, author of The Military General Service Medal, 1793-1814, whose 

collection of campaign medals was sold in these rooms, 14th December 1951. 

He was killed in Korea whist commanding the Royal Northumberland 

Fusiliers: coincidentally it was a relative of mine, the late Lt. Col. Charles H. 

Mitchell, DSO, OBE, of Cornhill-on-Tweed, who succeeded him to command 

the battalion. 

Peter Mitchell, 

A. H. BALDWIN & SONS LTD. 



CATALOGUE OF 

A Collection of 

HAMMERED SILVER COINS 
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An asterisk (*) after the Lot number indicates the coin is illustrated. 

None of the Lots in this Sale are subject to V.A.T. by the Buyer on the 
Hammer Price. 

All Lots in this Sale are subject to a BUYER’S PREMIUM of 10% which 
attracts V.A.T. at the Standard rate and is payable by ALL Buyers. 

EDWARD I (1272-1307) and EDWARD II (1307-1327) 

1* Groat, London, crowned bust facing within quatrefoil, peculiar 
crown ornaments, wedge drapery with flower on breast, triple 
pellet stops, rev. reads DN’s and AQvit, double pellet stop only 
at beginning of legend (cf. N.1008; S.1379; cf. Fox, BNJ VII, 
pl. V, 6). Outer edge of obverse and whole of reverse gilded, 
with trace of solder in centre (as often is), fine and very rare; 
ex. C. A. Whitton Collection. 



Lot 

10 

Longcross Pennies (2), Type VI, Bury, Ion (N.1001), fine, ex. 
Colchester Hoard, and Type VII, London, Phelip (N.1002), 
obverse off-centre, almost very fine, rare. 

Pennies (4), all London, Class 1c (2) and Class Id (2). Last very 
fine, others nearly so. 

Pennies (8), Class 2a (2), both London, and Class 2b (6), London 
(3), Canterbury, Durham and York. Mostly very fine. 

Pennies of Class 3 (9), all London, 3a (2), 3c (2), 3d (1) and 3g (4). 
Fine or very fine. 

Pennies of Class 3 (14) of Northern mints, Chester (1), 3g, 
Durham (2), both 3g, Lincoln (4), 3c (2), 3d, 3g, Newcastle 
(1), 3e, and York (6), 3b (2), 3d, 3e (3), including Episcopal 
(1). Fine or very fine. 

Pennies of Class 3 (8) of Southern mints, Bristol (6), 3c (2), 3d (2), 
3f, 3g, and Canterbury (2), 3d and 3g. Fine or better. 

Pennies of Class 4 (17), London (12), 4a (1), 4b (4), 4c (2), 4d (2), 
4de (3), and Canterbury (5), 4b (2), 4d (2) and 4e (1). Fine or 
very fine. 

Pennies, Class 4b (2), Bury, Robert de Hadelie, face weak, 
otherwise very fine, and Durham, Bishop Bek, with cross 
moline both sides, fine. 

Pennies (4), Class 5a (2), both London, very fine and fair, and 
Class 7a, with rose on breast (2), both Canterbury, both fine 
but one corroded and chipped. 

Penny, Class 7a, London, with rose on breast and double barred 
n’s (N.1032; S.1403). Rough surfaces, otherwise very fine, 
rare. 

id 
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Pennies (5), Class 8a (2) and Class 8b (3), all London. Fine or very 
fine. 

Pennies of Class 9 (13) of Southern mints, London (7), 9a (2), 9b 
(5), Bristol (1), 9b, Canterbury (4), 9a, 9b (3) and Exeter (1), 
9b. Mostly very fine. 

Pennies of Class 9b (10) of Northern mints, Chester (1), Durham 
(1—Royal), York (3), Royal (2) and Episcopal, and 
Newcastle (5), various. Fine or better. 

Pennies, Class 9b (2), both Kingston-upon-Hull, dies differ 
(S.1426). Very fine and fair (pitted surfaces). 

Pennies, Class 10 (22), London (13), 10a (2), 10c—e (11) and 
Canterbury (9), 10a (2), 10b (2) and 10c—e (5). Mostly very 
fine. 

Pennies, Class 10 (14), Bury St. Edmunds (7), 10b (1), 10c—e (6) 
and Durham (7), 10a (Royal), 10b (Episcopal), 10c—e (5), one 
Royal. Mostly fine or very fine. 

Pennies, Class 11 (9), London (2), both 1la, Bury St. Edmunds 
(3), all 11a, Canterbury (2), lla, 11b, pierced and chipped, 
and Durham (2), both 11b, with rev. crozier. Mostly very fine. 

Pennies, Class 12 (2), both Canterbury. Fine (reverse scored) and 
nearly very fine (weak). 

Pennies (12), Class 13 (4), London, Canterbury and Durham (2) 
both Bishop Beaumont, and Class 14 (8), London (3), Bury St. 
Edmunds (2) and Canterbury (3). Fine or very fine. 

Pennies, Class 15 (11), Bury St. Edmunds (3), 15b (2), i5e, 
Canterbury (5), 15a (2), 15b (2), one plugged and gilt, 15c, 
and Durham (3), 15b (2), one Bishop Beaumont, 15c. Except 
as stated, fine to very fine. 

10 

ZZ 

14 
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Halfpennies, Class 3 (2), both London, 3c and 3g. Very fine 
(artificial tone?) and fine. 

Halfpennies, Class 3c (2), both Bristol, dies differ (N.1045/1: 
8.1439). Fine and fair. 

Halfpennies, London (2), Class 10 and Class 11. Good very fine 
and fair. 

Halfpenny, Class 3e, Newcastle, rev. with single pellet in each 
angle and pellet-barred N (N.1045/2; $.1441). Obverse very 
fine, reverse better, in exceptional condition for this rare coin. 

Farthing, Class I (Heavy), London, bifoliate crown, 
EDWARDVS: REX, ev. LONDONIENSIS, 5.1 grs. (N.1051; S.1443). 
Very fine. 

Farthings, Class II (2), both London. Both fine (one corroded). 

Farthing, Class IIIg (Light), Bristol, ERANGLIE, rev. VILLA 
BRISTOLLIE, 5.4grs. (N.1053/2; S.1452). Fine (obverse better), 
rare. 

Farthings (6), all London, Classes IV, VIII and X—XI (4). Mostly 
fine or better. 

The Mint of Berwick-upon-Tweed 

Pennies (7), Class Ia, IIb (2), [Va, IVb, [Vc (3). First and last very 
fine, others fair to fine. 

Pennies (8), Class Ia, IIIb (2), [Va, Ivb, [Vc (3). Three fair, others 
fine or better. 

Halfpenny, Class IIIb, reads EDwA, Roman N in DNS, trifoliate 
crown (N.1077; 8.1438). Reverse off-centre, nearly very fine. 



Lot 

EDWARD III (1327-1377) 

First-Third Coinages (1327-1351) 

33 First Coinage (1327—1335), Farthing, London, with flat crown 
(N.1101; $.1538), fair but rare; Second Coinage 
(1335-1344), Halfpennies (2), both London, with star in 
legends (N.1102; S.1540), one smoothed, other ragged and 
weak, both fine or better. 

34 Third Coinage (1344-1351), Pennies of London (4), all normal 
types, Type 2/I, 3/III and 4/I (2). First fair, others very fine. 

35 Pennies (2), Durham, Sede Vacante (1335), no marks, reads EDwW 
and CIVITAS DVNELM (N.1125; S.1549), fine and rare, and 
York, Type 4, with quatrefoil in centre of rev. (N.1130; 
S.1556), one edge flat, almost very fine. 

36* Penny, Abbot of Reading, Type 4, with scallop in 2nd quarter of 
revy., VILLA RADINGY (N.1129; §S.1555). Very fine and 
extremely rare; ex. G. V. Doubleday (342). 

37 Halfpennies, London (6), EDWARDVS REX (4), one with double 
saltire before REX, fair, others very fine, and EDWARDVS REX AN 
(2), one with pellets by hair, fair, other fine. 

38* Farthing, London, EDWARDVS REX, rev. Lombardic N’s (N.1135; 
S.1562). Irregular shape and a little ragged but fine and very 
rare. 

Fourth Coinage (1351-1377) 
(18 grains to the Penny) 

Pre-Treaty Period (1351-1361) 

39 Pre-Treaty A, Penny, m.m. cross pattée on oby. only, rev. annulet 
in each quarter, round letters and Lombardic N’s both sides 
(N.1136; $.1583), small; Pre-Treaty C/A mule, Penny, m.m. 
Cross 1, two pellets over crown, rev. annulet over T of TAS, 
chipped; Pre-Treaty A/C mule, Penny, oby. m.m. cross pattée, 
round letters and Lombardic Nn’s, rev. Roman N’s reversely 
barred. Except as stated, fine, all rare. 
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40 

4\* 

42 

43 

44 

45* 

46 

47 

48 

Pre-Treaty B, Groat, m.m. Cross 1, open c and E, Roman M and N, 
clipped (53.2grs.), otherwise very fine, and a Half-Groat, 
similar, rev. annulet after posvi, pellets by DEV and ADvIT, 
clipped (29.7grs.), fine, both rare. 

Pre-Treaty B/C mule, Groat, m.m. Cross 1, oby. open c and E£, 
Roman M and N, rev. closed c and £, Lombardic M and N 
(N.1142/1147; S.1563/1565). Almost extremely fine, rare. 

Pre-Treaty C, Groat, plugged, and Half-Groats (3), all London, 
Pennies (3), London (1) and Durham (2), one with trefoil on 
breast, and a Pre-Treaty D/C mule, Groat. Last fair, others 
fine to very fine. 

Pre-Treaty D, Groats (2), both London, good very fine and nearly 
very fine (chipped), and Half-Groats (3), London (2) and 
York, nearly fine. 

Pre-Treaty D, Pennies (6), London (1), York (4), including Royal 
(1), and Durham (1), with crozier; Pre-Treaty E/D mule, 
York, Groat and D/E mule, London, Half-Groat. Fair to fine. 

Pre-Treaty E/C mule, Groat, London, obv. Cross 2, flat-topped c 
and £, fork-tailed r, rev. Cross 1, closed c and £, wedge-tailed 
R, LON cut Over CIvI, annulet stops both sides (N.1163/1147; 
S.1567/1565). Legends a little weak, better than fine, 
extremely rare, the mule not noted by North (p. 33). 

Pre-Treaty E, Groats (4), London (2), one with lis on breast, other 
with square E in EDWARD, and York (2). Second about fine, 
others about very fine. 

Pre-Treaty E, Half-Groats (3), London (1) and York (2), one with 
lis on breast, a rare variety (cf; GVD 449) and Pennies (4), 
London (1), York (1) and Durham (2), with crozier. Mostly 
very fine. 

Pre-Treaty E/F mule, Groats (2), fine, and F/G mule, Groat, very 
fine, and Half-Groats (2), fine and better. 
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49* Pre-Treaty E/G mule, Groat, oby. Cross 2, small lis on cusps 

50 

51 

32 

2S: 

54 

55 

56 

except over crown, rev. Cross 3, annulet in 2nd quarter under 

CIVI, N’s. barred, no broken letters (N.1163/1193; 

S, 1567/1570, LAL p: 94, no. 2; see Potter, NC 1960, 
pp. 150-153, where these mules are discussed at length). 

Almost very fine, very rare. 

Pre-Treaty F, Groats (3), Half-Groats (2) and Pennies (2), London 
and Durham, with crozier. Fine to very fine. 

Pre-Treaty G, Groats (3) and Half-Groats (3). First fine, others 
very fine or better. 

Pre-Treaty G, Pennies (9), London (5), fine or very fine, York (1), 
with late open E (Gh), not well struck, fine and very rare, and 
Durham (3), one with annulets on shoulders (G**), fair, others 
poor. 

Treaty Period (1361-1369) 

Transitional Series (1361), without French title, Groat, annulets at 
cusps by crown, fleurs above, reads HIBN (N.1225; S.1610), 
corroded and cleaned (60.2grs.), fair, ex. R. C. Lockett 
(1308), and Half-Groat, with annulets at cusps by crown as 
last, seven arches to tressure (N.1226; S.1611), clipped 
(29.9grs.), otherwise fine, both rare. 

Pennies (2), York, with quatrefoil enclosing pellet on rev. (N.1228: 
S.1613), double struck, fine, and Durham, with crozier on rev., 
[DORJELME(N.1229; 8.1614), fine and full, both rare. 

Treaty Series (1361-1369), Groats (3), one a contemporary (?) 
copy, Half-Groats (2), Pennies (2) and a Halfpenny, all 
London, York Pennies (2), both with quatrefoil, one with 
voided quatrefoil on breast, and a Durham Penny, with 
crozier. Last cracked, fair, others fine or very fine. 

Groat, Calais, with annulet on breast (N.1258; S.1619). Clipped 
(65.4grs.), but fine, very rare. 
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a 

58* 

50” 

60* 

61” 

62* 

63* 

64 

Half-Groat, Calais, with annulet on breast (N.1263; S.1623). Very 
fine and very rare. 

Penny, Calais, obv. with double annulet stops (N.1266; S.1626). 
Large chip (13.2grs.) and a little ragged, otherwise very fine, 
very rare. 

Post-Treaty Period (1369-1377) 

Groat, obv. four pellets around initial cross, chain mail on breast, 
reads HIB, double saltire stops, rev. MEVM, double annulet stops 
(N.1285; S.1639; LAL 7). Cleaned, with trace of corrosion on 
reverse, very fine and extremely rare. 

Groat, oby. pellet either side of central lis, double saltire stops both 
sides and after FRANCIE (N.1286; S.1637; cf. LAL 20). 
Obverse slightly double struck at lower edge, otherwise very 
fine, reverse better, rare. 

Groat, obv. same die as last, rev. similar to last (N.1286:; S.1637; 
cf. LAL 23). Slightly off-centre but very fine, rare. 

Groat, oby. single pellet above central lis and on each side of breast 
fleur, reads FRANCIE, double saltire stops both sides (N.1286; 
8.1637; cf. LAL 24). One edge with slight corrosion, 
otherwise very fine, rare. 

Half-Groat, obv. pellet either side of central lis of crown, chain 
mail on breast, double saltire stops, reads z FR, rev. a pellet 
before CivI and LON, contraction marks above MEV and DON, 
35.0grs. (N.1287; S.1641; LAL 3). A little off-centre and 
smoothed, almost very fine, extremely rare. 

Half-Groats (2), both clipped, fine (28.9grs.) and fair (23.3grs.), 
and London, Pennies (2), both from same oby. die with 
quatrefoil on breast, very fine and neary so. 
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65 Pennies (9), York (8), all with quatrefoil in centre of rev., varieties 
include annulet on breast (3), reading FR D and ET, pellet(s) to 
left of crown and oby. annulet stops, rev. double annulet stops 
(LAL p. 242, no. 9, this coin) and Durham, annulet on breast, 
rev. crozier. Fair or fine. 

RICHARD II (1377-1399) 

66 Groats (2), Class Il, clipped (63.1 grs.), obverse fair, reverse fine, 
and Class III, rev. double barred N’s, clipped (58.8grs.), 
corroded and cleaned, obverse fair, reverse fine, both rare. 

67* Groat, Class IT (N.1320(b); S.1679). Slightly double struck, 
obverse rather scratched and king’s features recut, fair, 
reverse fine, rare. 

68* Half-Groat, Class II (N.1322; $.1682). A little small (31.9grs.), 
obverse smoothed with trace of scratch down face, fine and 
rare. 

69* Penny, London, Class IV, late bust, RICARD REX ANGLIE, rev. Lom- 
bardic N’s (N.1327; as S.1689). Scratches on bust but fine, 
extremely rare. 

70* Penny, York, with quatrefoil in centre of rev., Class Ila, with 
“scallop” after civiTas (cf. N.1329(e); cf. S.1695; Purvey, 
BNJ XXXI, p. 95 and pl. VUI, 76). Double struck, with two 
small edge splits and attempted piercing in obverse field, but 
fine, one of the clearest examples of this puzzling mark. 

71 Pennies of York (6), all with quatrefoil in centre of rev., various. 
including a die duplicate of the previous lot. Fair to fine. 

72 Pennies of York (7), similar, various. Fair to fine. 

73 Halfpennies (5), all Class II, various, including an early variety 
with Roman N’s on rey. (Purvey, BNJ XX XI, pl. IX, 2). One 
very fine, others fine. 
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74 Halfpennies (4), Class II, III (2) and 1V. Mostly fine or better. 

HENRY IV (1399-1413) 

Heavy Coinage (1399-1412) 

75* Half-Groat, with star on breast and unbarred Nn’s in London 
(N.1346; S.1718; Potter, BNJ XXIX, pl. X, 1, same dies). 
Severely clipped (21.5grs.), smoothed (removing star on 
breast), otherwise fine, extremely rare. 

76* Penny, York, obv. later broad bust, reads FRANC, double saltire 
stops, rev. quatrefoil in centre, pellet after civi, 15.6grs. 
(N.1351; $.1722; cf’ RCL 1371). Centres weak, otherwise 
very fine, very rare; ex. D. Mangakis Collection. 

77 Penny, York, a similar coin. Severely clipped (10.6grs.), fair but 
very rare; ex. R. Carlyon-Britton Collection. 

78* Halfpenny, London, with early small bust, no marks, 7.76grs. 
(N.1352; $.1723). A little small, otherwise nearly extremely 
fine, rare. 

’ More likely a full (0.26grs. overweight) weight light issue: the 
edge, though slightly ragged, does not seem to have lost any 
metal. 

79 Halfpennies (2), similar to last, 9.14grs., smoothed, fine, and 
7.36ers., rather ragged, fair. 

Light Coinage (1412-1413) 

(15 grains to the Penny) 

80* Groat, Type III with 9 arches to tressure, annulet to left and pellet 
to right of crown, slipped trefoil after FRANC and PosvI 
(N.1359(b); S.1728; Potter, BNJ XXX, p. 133, dies 4/1 and 
pl. VII, 11). Rather clipped (44.5grs.), fine and very rare. 
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81* Half-Groat, Type III, obv. annulet to left and pellet to right of 

crown, slipped trefoil on breast, rev. saltire stops, single before 

and double after ap of ADIVTORE (N.1361; S.1730; Potter, 

BNJ XXX, p. 134, dies 2/—). Clipped (22.4grs.), otherwise 
very fine, extremely rare. | 

82* Penny, York, oby. annulet on breast, double saltire stops, rev. 

quatrefoil in centre, double annulet before EBORACI, 12.9grs. 

(N.1364; S.1734). Obverse scratched and reverse dented, but 

fine, very rare; ex. H. A. Parsons, 1954 (299) and D. 

Mangakis Collections. | 

83* Penny, Durham, with slipped trefoil on breast, rev. saltire before 
CIVI, pellet before TAS and DvNOLM, | 1.1 grs. (N.1365; 8.1735). 
A little off-centre and with edge split, fine and extremely rare; 
ex. F. A. Walters, 1932 (249) and G. C. Drabble (1052). | 

HENRY V (1413-1422) 

W. J. W. Potter: The Silver Coinages of Richard II, Henry IV, and Henry JV, 
Parts II and Ill, BNI XXX. 

84* Groat, obv. a die of Henry IV, Type III, with 9 arches to tressure, 
annulet to left and pellet above right-hand lis of crown, slipped 
trefoil on breast, rev. Class A with broad short lettering and 
m.m. broad cross pattee with central pellet, quatrefoil after 
posvi (N.1359(b)/1385; S.1760; Potter, III, 1/le (p. 133) and 
pl. VIII, 8, same dies). Clipped (44.5grs.) and with edge split 
(5 o'clock), obverse fair, reverse fine, very rare. | 

85* Groat, obv. Class A, “Emaciated’”’ bust (no neck), broad short 
lettering and m.m. as rev. of last, quatrefoil after HENRIC, rev. a 
die of Henry IV, Type III, slipped trefoil after posvi, Roman 
N’s reversely barred (N.1385/1359(b); S.1760; Potter Hy V, I, 
I (p. 143)/Hy IV, III, 1 (p. 133) and pl. EX, 1, this coin). Very 
fine and extremely rare, only two other specimens known of 
this die combination (both BM); ex. J. D. Cuff (851), E. W. 
Rashleigh (697), F. A. Walters, 1913 (243), L. E. Bruun 
(374), R. C. Lockett (1390) and D. Mangakis Collections. l 
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86 Groat, Class B, “Scowling” bust with ordinary letters (2), one with 
quatrefoil after HENRIC and posvi, other without any marks, 
both with fleurs above crown (N.1386; S.1762: Potter III, dies 
7/IL and 6/I1). First with obverse fair, reverse fine, second 
nearly very fine, ex. D. Mangakis Collection. 

87* Groat, Class B, “Scowling” bust, large c and £, mullet on breast 
cusp (N.1386/1(b); S.1766(sic); Potter V, 10/V). Fine and 
full, a rare variety. 

88* Groats, Class C, normal bust (2), both with mullet on right breast 
and m.m. with pellet in centre, ANGLIE, with quatrefoil after 
HENRIC, and ANGL (N.1387(a); S$.1765: Potter VI and VII). 
First short of flan, second full (illustrated), both very fine. 

89 Groats, Class C (4), all with mullet on right breast and m.m. with 
sunk centre (N.1387(b); S.1765; Potter VII). Fair to fine. 

90* Groat, Class G, Normal bust, no marks, FRANC (N.1388; 8.1767; 
Potter, BNJ XXX, p. 147, [X and pl. IX, 12, same obv. die). 
Smoothed, almost very fine, very rare; ex. H. A. Parsons, 1954 
(301), R. Carlyon-Britton and D. Mangakis Collections. 

91* Half-Groat, Class C, obv. a die with old crown, tall neck, 11 arches 
to tressure, no marks, rev. double saltire after civiTAS and 
LONDON (N.1391 var.; S.1771 var.; Potter VI (a), note). Very 
fine, a very rare variety; ex. Shirley Fox, R. Carlvon-Britton 
and D. Mangakis Collections. 

92 Half-Groats, Class C (3), all with mullet in centre of breast and 
broken annulet to left of crown, with 10 arches to tressure and 
fleurs over crown (2—both Potter VII(a), from same obyv. die), 
one chipped, both fair (breast mullets not visible), and with 11 
arches to tressure, no fleurs over crown (S.1773; Potter 
VII(b)), almost very fine. 

93* Half-Groat, Class C, from same obyv. die as last (N.1391; S.1773; 
Potter VII(b)). Reverse extremely fine, obverse nearly so; ex. 
D. Mangakis Collection. 
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Half-Groats, Class G (2), new bust with hollow neck and armpits 

(N.1393; S.1775; Potter [Xa). Very fine but clipped (23.2grs.) 

and fair (heavily cleaned). 

Penny, London, with annulet and mullet by crown, 13.2grs. (cf. 
N.1395; cf. S.1776; Potter IV(b) and see p. 143, para. 2). 
Irregular work, perhaps a contemporary forgery in imitation 
of the Henry IV die with mullet over pellet, edge split, almost 
very fine, an interesting piece; ex. R. Carlyon-Britton and D. 
Mangakis Collections. 

Pennies, London, Class C (3), all from same obdv. die with mullet 
and broken annulet by crown (N.1396; S.1778; Potter VI(c)). 
One very fine, ex. D. Mangakis Collection, others fine. 

Pennies, London, Class C (3), all with mullet and broken annulet 
by crown (N.1396; S.1778; Potter VI(b) and VI(c) (2)). Two 
good fine, other almost extremely fine (illustrated), ex. R. C. 
Lockett (4005) and D. Mangakis Collections. 

Pennies, London, Class G (2), both from same oby. die with new 
neat bust with hollow neck and armpits, no marks, DI GRA 
(N.1399; S.1781; Potter IX). Extremely fine (illustrated, and 
by Brooke, NC 1930, pl. VI, IX), ex. R. C. Lockett (1416) 
and D. Mangakis Collections, and almost very fine, ex. Capt. 
V. J. E. Ryan (955). 

Pennies, York (6), all Class D with mullet and annulet by crown 
and quatrefoil in centre of rev., various, some local work 
(N.1401; S.1786). Mostly fine. 

Pennies, York (7), a similar lot. Three nearly very fine, others fair 
(cracked, creased and pierced). 

Penny, York, Class E, similar to last two lots but with pellet above 
mullet, reads EBORAC, 13.4grs. (N.1402; 8.1787). Slightly off- 
centre, otherwise good very fine (lacquered), rare; ex. R. 
Carlyon-Britton and D. Mangakis Collections. 
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102 Pennies, York, Class F (3), with mullet and trefoil by crown 
(N.1403; S.1788). Fair or fine. 

103**Pennies, York, Class G (4), neat bust and hollow neck (2), both 
with mullet and trefoil by crown (N.1404; S.1790), one very 
Sine (illustrated), ex. R. C. Lockett (1423) and D. Mangakis, 
other fair, and local dies (2), both with mullet and lis by crown 
and annulet in one quarter of rev. (N.1404; 8.1791), one very 
fine (illustrated, and in Seaby’s Standard Catalogue, 1791), 
bs R. C. Lockett (1422) and D. Mangakis Collections, other 
air. 

104 Pennies, Durham, Class C (2), from same obv. die, with mullet and 
broken annulet by crown, quatrefoil after ANGLIE, rev. DVNOLM 
(N.1405; S.1783). One clipped (10.6grs.), other part flat, 
otherwise fine. 

105 Pennies, Durham (3), Class D (2), with mullet and annulet by 
crown and quatrefoil after civiTAS, one with reversed c for D 
(N.1406; S.1783), almost very fine, ex. H. A. Parsons, 1954 
(303) and D. Mangakis Collections, and fair, and Class G, 
with hollow neck, mullet and annulet by crown (N.1407; 
8.1784), fair. 

106* Halfpenny, obv. a die of Henry IV, Light Coinage, with annulets 
by crown, rev. Class C, 6.7grs. (N.1367/1409; S.1737/1794; 
see Brooke, NC 1930, p. 85, where a specimen is referred to 
as in the Shirley Fox collection). Corroded and 
scraped/scratched, almost fine, extremely rare. 

107 Halfpennies, Class C (4), all with broken annulets by crown and 
quatrefoil after civiras (N.1409; S.1794; Potter VI). Fine or 
very fine. 

108 Halfpennies, Class D (2), both with unbroken and broken annulets 
by crown (N.1410; S.1795; Potter VII). Very fine and fine. 

109 Halfpennies, Class F (2), one with annulet and trefoil by crown, 
other with trefoil and annulet by crown (N.1411; 8.1796; 
Potter VIII). Second very fine, first nearly so. 
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110 Halfpennies, Class F (2), similar to last coin. Good very fine, ex. D: 

Mangakis Collection, and almost very fine but large piercing. 

111* Halfpenny, Class G, no marks, 6.4grs. (cf. N.1412; $.1797; 
Potter IX, noted only as a mule with Henry VI). Obverse 
double struck and off-centre, otherwise very fine, excessively 
rare; ex. J. F. Neck, H. Webb and R. C. Lockett (1382, 
Henry IV) Collections. 

HENRY VI (1422-1461) 

C. A. Whitton: The Heavy Coinage of Henry VI, BNJ XXIII 

112 Annulet issue, 1422—1427, Groats (3), London (1), no fleur on 
breast, ANGL, and Calais, with annulets by bust (2), no fleur, 
ANGL, and with fleur, ANGLIE, all with Cross II. Very fine or 
better; Ist ex. C. A. Whitton and D. Mangakis Collections. 

| — 3. Half-Groats (4), London (2), both with 11 arches to tressure and 
Cross II, and Calais, with annulets by bust (2), 11 arches, 
Cross I, and 9 arches, Cross II. Calais issues very fine, 
London issues fine or better. 

— 4 Pennies (5), London (3), Cross I, II and V (?), and Calais, with 
annulets by bust (2), Cross II (?) and V. First turned over in 
the die, very fine, others fine or better. 

| co Nn Halfpennies (5), London (2), Cross II and V (?), and Calais, with 
annulets by bust (3), Cross I], V and (?). Third very fine, 
others nearly so. 

116* Farthing, London, reads HENRICVS, no marks but probably this 
issue, 2.6grs. (N.1437;S.1851). Fine, extremely rare. 

1i7* Farthing, London, no marks, 3.0grs. (N.1437; S.1851). Corroded 
(dark colour) and legends weak, but with good portrait, fair, 
extremely rare. 
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118 Annulet-Trefoil sub-issue, Groat, with trefoil to left of crown and 
after posvi, Calais, with annulets by bust (N.1427; S.1584). 
Edge split, otherwise very fine (obverse woolly). 

119 Mules (4), of Annulet/Rosette-Mascle, Groats (3), London (2), 
from same oby. die, and Calais (1), all Cross II/V, and a Half- 
Groat, Calais, Cross V/V. Last. fine, others very fine. 

120 Rosette-Mascle issue (1427-1430), Groats, Calais (4), no marks 
on oby. (2), from same die, both Cross II/V, with with rosette 
after GRA, Cross IIa/V, and with mascle after GRA, Cross 
II/V. Last two very fine, others fine (pierced) and better. 

121 Half-Groats (3), London, Cross V/V, fine, and Calais (2), Cross 
IIla/V, almost extremely fine, and Cross V/V, with mascles in 
spandrils, fair (plugged), Pennies, Calais (2), both Cross V, 
and a Halfpenny of London, Cross IIa, fine or better. 

122* Half-Groat, Calais, Cross V/V, with mascles in spandrils 
(N.1448 var.; S.1863). Almost very fine, rare. 

123 Pennies of York of Archbishop Kemp (5), all with crosses by hair 
on oby. and quatrefoil in centre of rev., various (N.145 1(i); 
S.1866). One very fine and full, others fair (two small, one 
chipped). 

124 Pennies of York of Archbishop Kemp (5), all with mullets by 
crown on oby. and quatrefoil in centre of rev., various 
(N.145 (iii); S.1868). Mostly fine (one better but scratched, 
one small). 

125* Penny of Durham of Bishop Langley, obv. star to left of crown, 
Cross V, rev. mascle after DVNOLMI (O overcut) (N.1452: 
S.1869). Two edge cracks, obverse very fine, reverse fine, rare. 

126 Halfpennies (4), London (2), fair and fine, and Calais (2), Cross 
Ila, HENIC and Cross V, fine and good very fine. 
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127* Mule of Pinecone-Mascle/Annulet, Half-Groat, Calais, Cross 

128 

129 

130 

id 

132 

133 

Illb/V, reads RE and MevM (N.1463/1429; S.1877/1840; 

Whitton 26; cf. LAL 607). Short of flan (27.5grs.), very fine 

and very rare. 

Mules (3): Rosette-Mascle/Pinecone-Mascle (2), Groat, Calais, 
Cross IIla/V, good fine, and Half-Groat, London, Cross 
Illb/V, very fine; Pinecone-Mascle/Rosette-Mascle, Half- 
Groat, London, Cross IIla/V, corroded and cleaned, obverse 
fine, reverse very fine. 

Pinecone-Mascle issue (1430-1434), Groats (3), London (1), 
Cross IlIb/V, very fine but obverse finely scratched, and 
Calais (2), good very fine and almost very fine (centres weak). 

Half-Groats, Calais (2), both Cross IIIb/V, one with obverse 
double struck, almost very fine, and Pennies, Calais (2), both 
Cross IIIb/V, fine (chipped) and better. 

Pennies of York of Archbishop Kemp (2), both without quatrefoil 
on reyv., one with rosette on breast, Cross IIIb (N.1466(ii); 
S.1881), obverse dented but fine, reverse very scratched, nearly 
flat, other from a local(?) obv. die, nothing discernable on 
breast, rev. pinecone after civi and mascle after EBO (cf. 
Whitton 6a and pl. VI, 20, same rev. die), obverse double 
struck, fine. 

Penny of Durham of Bishop Langley, mascle after REX and 
DVNOLMI (N.1467; S.1883). Irregular shape (12.1 grs.), about 
fine, rare. 

Halfpennies (4), London (2), Cross IIIb, very fine, ex. R. Carlyon- 
Britton, and Cross V (not listed by North), cracked, obverse 
very fine, reverse fair, and Calais (2), both Cross IIIb, fine and 
very fine, but chipped. 
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134 Leaf-Mascle issue (1434—1435), Groat, Calais, leaf in spandril 
below bust and under MevM, mascle after REX and before LA 
(N.1475; S.1890; Whitton 32b), obverse slightly off-centre, 
otherwise very fine, Penny, London, with leaf on breast and 
mascle after HENRIC, corroded and chipped, fine, and a Half- 
penny, London, leaf on breast and after HENRIC, dented, and 
with inner circle crack, fair. 

135* Mule of Leaf-Mascle/Leaf-Trefoil, Groat, London, oby. leaf below 

136 

Lai 

138 

139 

bust, mascle after REX, Cross IV, rev. trefoil after MEvm and 
CIVITAS, reads ADviTOR, Cross IIIb (N.1474/1484; S.1889: 
Whitton 20e). Almost extremely fine, rare; ex. R. C. Lockett 
(1463). 

Leaf-Trefoil issue (1435-1438), Groat, London, Class B, no leaf 
on breast, leaf before DI, GRA, REX and LON, trefoil after REX 
and DON, Cross IIIb/V (N.1486; S.1898; Whitton 26a). 
Corroded and mostly cleaned, but very fine. 

Half-Groats of London (4), with leaf on breast (3), and no leaf (1), 
various. Last pierced to edge, ex. R. Carlyon-Britton Collec- 
tion, fine or better. 

Halfpennies, London (2), both with leaf on breast and tail of N 
broken (N.1942; S.1905). Very fine but small (6.0grs.), and 
fine, ex. R. Carlyon-Britton Collection. 

Trefoil issue (1438—1443), Groats, London (3), Class A, leaf on 
breast, trefoils by neck, no fleurs at shoulders, Cross III/V, 
Class B, oby. similar with small fleurs in spandrils, rev. no 
marks, pellets under TAs and pon, Cross IIIb/—, and Class C, 
oby. similar to Class A, but no stops by pI, rev. similar to 
Class B, Cross IIIb/— (N.1496, 1498 and 1499; S.1908—- 
1910). Second with edge crack, mostly very fine. 

140* Groat, Calais, Class A, leaf on breast, trefoils by neck and by GRA, 
rey. no stops, double saltire by LA, v of ADIVTORE cut over T, 
Cross IIIb/IIIb (N. 1497; S.1911; Whitton 37b). Very fine and 
very rare. 
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Halfpennies, London (2), both with leaf on breast, trefoils by neck 

and tail of N broken, reading civirAs and siviTas (N.1500; 

S.1912). Fine and fair (chipped). 

Trefoil-Pellet issue (1443-1445), Groat, London, leaf on breast, 
trefoils by neck and pellet by crown and in two quarters of 
rey., Cross IIb/— (N.1501; S.1913; Whitton 39c). Smoothed, 

almost very fine. 

Leaf-Pellet issue (1445—1454), Groats, London (2), both Class A 
reading ANGL, with leaf on breast (no fleur), pellets by crown 
and in two quarters of rev., one has C of FRANC cut Over m.m. 
and saltire before DON only rey. stop (N.1503; S.1914). Both 
with edge splits, almost very fine. 

Groats of London (3), all reading ANGLI, Class B, with leaf (and 
fleur) on breast, pellets by crown and in two quarters of rev., 
and Class C (2), both with leaf on neck, pellets by crown, one 
with pellets in two quarters of rev. (N.1504 and 1505; S.1915 
and 1917). Mostly very fine. 

Half-Groats, London (2), both with leaf on breast, pellets by 
crown and on line in two quarters of rev., Class A, saltire after 
posvi, Cross V/—, and Class B, rev. no stops, Cross IIIb/— 
(N.1507 and 1508; S.1919; Whitton 32c and 36), good fine 
and very fine, and a Penny, London, pellets by crown, poor. 

Pennies of York of Archbishop William Booth with quatrefoil on 
rev. (3), all with leaf on breast and pellets by crown, one with 
extra pellets on rev. (N.1510; S.1924). Legends weak, centres 
fine or better. 

Penny, Durham, of Bishop Nevill with rings in centre of rev., leaf 
on breast and pellets by crown (N.1511; $.1926—7). A little 
small (13 Ogrs), about fine, rare. 

Halfpennies, London (2), both with leaf on breast, pellets by crown 
and in two quarters of rev., Cross HIb/— (N.1512; S.1928). 
Almost very fine and fair (corroded and pierced). 
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149* Unmarked issue (1453-1454), oby. no marks, rev. double saltire 
after posvi (not listed by Whitton), pellets under civi and LON, 
Cross Illb/— (N.1514; §.1931). Heavily cleaned showing 
pitting, very fine and very rare. 

150 Cross-Pellet issue (1454-1460), Groats, London (2), Class A, with 
saltires by neck, leaf on breast with fleur on cusp, and Class B, 
with saltire on neck, no leaf on breast (fleur on cusp), star after 
HENRIC and FRANC, both with pellets by crown and in two 
quarters of rev., Cross IIb/— (N.1516 and 1517; S.1934 and 
1935). First a little short of flan, very fine, second almost very 

fine, full. 

151 Groats, London (2), both similar to last, Class B, with fleur on 
cusp at breast, and Class C, with mascles after HENRIC and 
GRA (N.1517 and 1518; 8.1935 and 1936). First a full round 
striking, both very fine. 

152 Pennies of York of Archbishop William Booth with quatrefoil with 
cross in centre on rev. (4), all with saltires by neck, pellets by 
crown and in two quarters of rev., one (certainly) with leaf on 
breast (N.1521;S$.1940). Mostly fine. 

153* Halfpennies, London (2), both with pellets by crown, Class A, with 
saltires by neck, and Class B, with saltire on neck (N.1523 
and 1524; §S.1942 and 1943). Fine, second very rare 
(illustrated). 

154* Lis-Pellet issue (1456-1460), Groat, London, with lis on neck, 
pellets by crown and by civi and LON, only stop a double 
saltire after GRA (N.1526; $.1945). Almost extremely fine, 
rare. 

155 Groat, London, with lis on neck (same oby. die as last), but rev. 
without pellets. Creased and cracked, fine, the variety not 
listed by Whitton except perhaps as 85/83e, i.e. a Lis- 
Pellet/Cross-Pellet mule. 

INTERVAL 

Sale recommences at | p.m. precisely 
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EDWARD IV, First Reign (1461-1470) 

C. E. Blunt and C. A. Whitton: 
The Coinages of Edward IV and of Henry VI (Restored), BNJ XXV 

Heavy Coinage (1461-1464) 
(15 grains to the Penny) 

156* Groat, London, Type I, oby. m.m. cross fleury, lis on neck, pellets 
by crown, reads (normal) EDWARD DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, 
rey. m.m. small lis, pellets under TAS and DON, saltire stops 
both sides, 56.9grs. (N.1529; S.1969; B. & W. Ia, i/iii). Very 
fine. 

157* Groat, London, Type I, m.m. plain cross, similar, but no stops on 
rev. 56.9grs. (N.1529; S.1969; B. & W. Ib, i/iv, and pl. I, 2, 
same rev. die). Good very fine; ex. R. C. Lockett (1552). 

158 Groat, London, Type I, m.m. plain cross, similar, reads DEI and 
ANGLI, with copula omitted, rev. pellet under civi and LON, no 
stops either side, 47.3grs. (N.1529; S.1969; B. & W. Ib, iv/ii 
and pl. I, 2, same oby. die). Clipped, very fine. 

159* Groat, London, Type I, m.m. plain cross, similar with lis on breast 
cusp, reads DI and ANGLI Z, reversed E in EDWARD, rev. 
pellets under civi and LON, saltire stops both sides, 58.1grs. 
(N.1530; S.1971; B. & W. Ic, ii var./i). Almost extremely fine. 

160* Groat, London, Type II, m.m. rose, crescent on breast, quatrefoils 
by bust, rev. no extra pellets, saltire stops both sides, 58.4grs. 
(N.1531;, S$.1972; B.& W.II, i/vii). Obverse a trifle 
weakly/double struck, very fine. 

161 Groat, London, Type II, m.m. rose, similar, reads GRAC and FRA, 
rey. no stops (N.1531; S.1972; B. & W. II, ii/—). Legends a 
little weak, about very fine. 

162* Groat, London, Type II, m.m. rose, similar, double saltire at end of 
oby. legend, 60.3grs. (N.1531; S.1972; B. & W. II, iv/vii). 
Very fine. 
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163* Groat, London, Type II, m.m. rose, trefoil on breast and 
quatrefoils by neck, rev. double saltire after LON, saltire stops 

both sides, 56.0grs. (N.1532; S.1973; B. & W. Ila). Two edge 

splits, at top and bottom, almost very fine. 

164* Groat, London, Type III, m.m. rose, similar but rev. with double 
saltire after DON, 56.5grs. (N.1532; S.1973; B. & W. IIIa, 
var.). Very fine and full. 

165* Groat, London, Type III, m.m. rose, similar to last but eye after 

TAS, 59.7grs. (N.1532; S.1974; B. & W. IId). Obverse a trifle 

off-centre, almost extremely fine; ex. R. C. Lockett (1559). 

166* Groat, London, Type III, m.m. rose, similar to last, reads EDwWRD, 
60.7grs. (N.1532; S.1974; B. & W. IIId). Traces of mounting 
at several places on edge, but good very fine. 

167 Groat, London, Type III, m.m. rose, omits quatrefoils by bust, 
reads FRANC, 51.2grs. (N.1532; S.1975; B. & W. IIId(xii)). 
Irregular shape and striking, otherwise very fine, a rare 
variety. 

168 Groat, London, Type IV, m.m. rose, usual fleur on breast, annulets 
by bust, no stops either side, 58.6grs. (N.1533; S.1977; 
B. & W. IV, ii/i). Corroded, fine and rare. 

169* Half-Groat, London, Type II/III mule, m.m. rose, crescent on 
breast, quatrefoils by bust, rev. eye after CivITAS, saltire stops 
both sides, 27.8grs. (N.1535/1536; S.1979/1980; B. & W. 
oby. IG) and pl. II, 2, rev. U1 var.). Obverse rather double 
struck, reverse very fine, extremely rare, the. mule (this way 
round) apparently unrecorded. 

170* Penny, London, Type IV, m.m. rose on obv. only, annulets by 
bust, EDWARD DI GRA REX ANG, no stops either side, 14.0grs. 
(N.1541; S.1986; B. & W.IV var.). Some pitting and legends 
partly weak, almost very fine, excessively rare, only one other 
specimen recorded (RCL 1564 = B. & W., pl. II, 7). 
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171* Penny, Durham, Henry VI/Edward IV mule, obv. |HENRIIC 

[REX AINGLI, double saltire stops, pellets by crown, rev. 
[CIVJITAS DVNOILIN], 12.2grs. (N.1522/1543; S.1988; 
B. & W. p.49 and cf. pl. Ill, 1). Irregular shape (clipped?) 
and off-centre, fine and extremely rare. 

172* Halfpenny, London, Type I, m.m. plain cross on oby. only, lis on 
neck, pellets by crown, EDWARD REX ANG, rev. pellets under 
CIvI and LON, no stops either side, 6.6grs. (N.1545; S$.1989; 
B. & W. Ib, i). A little ragged, almost very fine, extremely rare. 

173* Halfpenny, London, Type II, m.m. rose on oby. only, quatrefoils 
by bust, EDWARD DI GRA REX, pellet stops on oby. only, 6.3grs. 
(N.1546; S.1990; B.& W.II, this specimen listed 2nd.). 
Corroded and obverse double struck, fine and a rare variety; 
ex. F. W. Longbottom (193) and Lord Grantley (1433). 

174* Halfpenny, London, Type IH, m.m. rose on oby. only, quatrefoils 
by bust, EDWARD DI GRA REX, double saltire at end of legend, 
6.7grs. (N.1545; S.1990; B. & W.II, this specimen listed 
3rd.). Almost extremely fine, very rare thus; ex. Longbottom 
(193), Lord Grantley (1432) and R. C. Lockett (4026). 

175* Halfpenny, London, Type II, m.m. rose on oby. only, saltires by 
bust, EDWARD DI GRA RE, no stops (N.1546; S.1991; 
B. & W. II, this specimen listed 5th.). Obverse fine, reverse 
very fine, rare; ex. F. W. Longbottom (193), Lord Grantley 
(1431) and R. C. Lockett (3137). 

176* Halfpennies, London, Type II, m.m. rose on obv. only, saltire’s by 
bust (2), 6.8grs. and 6.3grs., latter with (double) saltire at end 
of legend (N.1546; S.1991; B. & W. II and var.). First slightly 
chipped, about fine, second bent, but very fine and full 
(illustrated), both rare. 

177 Halfpenny, London, Type III, m.m. rose on oby. only, nothing by 
bust, EDWARD REX ANGLIE, no stops either side, 7.3grs. 
(N.1546; S.1992; B. & W. III, listed 8th.). Centres a little flat 
otherwise very fine, rare. 
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178 Halfpenny, London, Type IV, m.m. rose on oby. only, annulets by 
bust, EDWARD REX ANGLI, no stops either side, 5.6grs. (N.1547; 
S.1993; B.& W.IV, listed 2nd.). Slight chip and obverse 
scraped, but fine and rare. 

179 Halfpenny, London, Type IV, similar, reads EDWARD DI GRA REX, 
6.8grs. (N.1547; $.1993; B. & W.IV, listed 3rd.). Fine and 
rare; ex. Lord Grantley (1433). 

Light Coinage (1464-1470) 
(12 grains to the Penny) 

GROATS 

180 London, Type Va, from heavy dies of Type IV (cf: lot 168), with 
m.m. rose, annulets by bust, rev. eye after CIvITAS, no stops 
either side, 44.7grs. (N.1562; S.1995; B.& W. Va, 5, and 
pl. IV, 1, this coin). Two small edge splits, otherwise very fine. 

181 Type Va, from heavy dies of Type IV, but without fleur on breast, 
45:3ers. (N.1562; S.1995; Bi & We Vay iyo, RCL 1562, a 
heavy groat from same dies). Scratches on obverse, almost 
very fine. 

182* Type Va, from new dies, similar, obv. reads FRANCI, rey. saltire 
stops, 46.lgrs. (N.1563; S.1996; B. & W. Va, 3). Obverse very 
fine, reverse better. 

183 Type Vb, from heavy dies of Type III (cf lots 163-167), with 
m.m. rose, trefoil on breast, quatrefoils by bust, rev. eye after 
CIVITAS, Saltire stops both sides, 46.6grs. (N.1564; S.1997; 
B. & W. Vb, 1). Edge split (3 o’clock) and reverse a trifle 
double struck, almost very fine. 

184* Type Vb, oby. same (heavy) die as last, rev. new (smaller) die, no 
eye, saltire stops, 46.0grs. (N.1564/1565; S.1997/1998; 
B. & W. Vb, 1/4). Almost extremely fine. 
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Type Vb/Vc mule, m.m. rose, no marks by bust, fleur on breast, 

quatrefoil after FRANC, rev. pellet under Civ1, saltire stops both 

sides (N.1566/1567; S.1999/2000; B. & W. Vb, 5/Vc, 1). 
Obverse slightly double struck, good fine, reverse very fine. 

Type Vc (4), all m.m. rose, with fleurs on cusps, quatrefoils by bust 
and saltire stops, with fleur on breast (1), pellet under DON, 
and with rose on breast (3), pellet under DON (2), both from 
same oby. die, and pellet under LON (1) (N.1567; S.2000 and 
2001 (3); B. & W. Ve, 1 and 2 (3), last a variety). Second and 
third very fine, others good fine (corroded) and better. 

Type Vc (4), all m.m. rose, with quatrefoils by bust and saltire 
stops, with fleurs on cusps (3), rose on breast (2), pellet under 
LON (same dies as last), pellet under civi, and nothing on 
breast cusp (1), pellet under DON, and with trefoils on cusps 
(1), pellet under civi (N.1567; S.2001(2) and 2000(2); 
B. & W. Vc, 2(2), 3 and 4). First good fine, others very fine 
(last better). 

Type Vd (4), all m.m. rose, with fleurs on cusps (not on breast), 
quatrefoils by bust and saltire stops, with pellet under crvi (1), 
with pellet under TAs (2), one omits fleur to left of hair, reads 
FRAN, and with pellet under DON (1), rev. no stops (N.1568; 
S.2000; B. & W. Vd, one a variety). Last three very fine, first 
nearly so. 

Type Vd (4), all m.m. rose with fleur on breast, with pellet under 
civi (1), reads EWARD and FRANCIE, with pellet under TAs (1) 
and pellet under LON (2), one reads FRAN (N.1568; S.2000; 
B. & W. Vd, 2). Last almost extremely fine, others nearly very 
fine (1st. small chip, 2nd. with edge split and obverse scraped, 
3rd. cleaned). 

Type Vd/VI mules (2), both with m.m. oby. rose, rev. sun, fleurs on 
cusps, quatrefoils by bust, saltire stops, but without extra 
pellet on rev., second with breast fleur over c (Coventry) 
(N.1568/1569; S.2000; B. & W. Vd/VI, 2 and 3). Very fine 
and nearly so (mottled), a rare variety. ; 
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191 Type VI/Vd mules (2), both with m.m. oby. sun, rev. rose, fleurs on 
cusps, quatrefoils by bust, saltire stops, with pellet under LON 
and without extra pellet (N.1569/1568; S.2000; B. & W. 
VI/Vd, 1 and 2). Last very fine, first nearly so. 

192* Type VI/Vd, similar but with £ on breast (York/London mule), 
reads RE, 47.4grs. (N.1583/1568; S.2012/2000; not noted by 
Blunt & Whitton but see Delmeé-Radcliffe, BNJ XLI, p. 180 
and pl. II, 1, this coin, and 2, a York coin (B.M.) from the 
same oby. die). Obverse slightly double struck, good fine, 
reverse very fine, the only recorded specimen. 

193 Type VI (3), m.m. sun, with quatrefoils by bust and saltire stops, 
with fleurs on cusps (2), one with saltire after FRANC, other 
with lis after TAS, and with all fleurs omitted (1) (N.1569; 
S.2000; B. & W. VII, 1 (4), last variety not listed). Very fine, 
and very fine. 

194 Type VI/VII mules (2), both m.m. ody. sun, rev. crown, fleurs on 
cusps and saltire stops, with quatrefoils by bust omitted, reads 
EDVARD (B.& W.pl.IV, 10, same oby. die) and with 
quatrefoils by bust (N.1569/1570; S.2000 and 2002; 
B. & W. VI/VII, 1 and 2). Very fine and nearly so (ragged). 

195* Type VII (4), m.m. crown, with fleurs on cusps, quatrefoils by bust 
and saltire stops, last has a cross fleury x in REx (N.1570; 
S.2000; B. & W, VII, | (4), last variety not listed). Very fine, 
last a rare variety (illustrated). 

196 Type VII (3), m.m. crown, with fleur on breast (1), rev. no stops, 
and with fleur on breast omitted (2), oby. no stops (1) and rev. 
no stops (1), saltire after FRANC (N.1570; S.2000; 
B. & W. VII, 1, vars. 3 and 4). First smoothed and last 
corroded at lower edge, about very fine. 

197 Type VII (2), m.m. crown, one with fleurs on cusps, lis stops on 
oby., no stops on rev., other with trefoils on cusps, saltire stops 
both sides (N.1570; S.2000; B. & W. VII, 4 and 6). First with 
obverse rather double struck, both very fine and rare varieties. 
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198 Type VII/VIII mule, m.m. obv. crown, rev. crown, trefoils on cusps 

(omitted on breast), quatrefoils by bust and saltire stops both 
sides (N.1570/1571; $.2000; B. & W. VII/VIU, 2). Slightly 
concave but very fine. 

199 Type VUI/VII mules (2), both m.m. oby. crown, rev. sun, 
quatrefoils by bust and on breast, fleurs on cusps and saltire 
stops, dies differ (N.1571/1570; S.2001; B. & W. VIII/VII, 2). 
Very fine. 

200 Type VIII (5), all m.m. oby. crown, rev. sun, with quatrefoils by 
bust and on breast, with fleurs on cusps (? an old die of Type 
VII with quatrefoil added) and saltire stops (1), with trefoils on 
all cusps (and over crown) (4), saltire stops on obv. only (3), 
vars. include quatrefoils vice trefoils on shoulders and trefoil at 
right shoulder omitted, and with trefoil stops on obv. only (1), 
one (right) trefoil missing over crown (N.1571; S.2001; 
B. & W. VIII, 2 and 3a (4)). First rather clipped (39.1grs.) 
and smoothed, otherwise all about very fine. 

201 Type VIII (4), all m.m. obv. crown, rev. sun, similar to last four 
coins with trefoils on cusps (but not over crown), with saltire 
stops both sides (3), 3rd. reads ANGLI Z FRAN, and with saltire 
Stops. on “oby., ttefoils on) rey, ()) (NAS7i< S200! 
B. & W. VIII, 3b (4)). Very fine, third better (ex. RCB). 

202 Type VIII (4), all m.m. obv. crown, rev. sun, similar to last with 
trefoils on cusps but obv. trefoil stops, with rev. saltire stops 
(3), two from same oby. die, and with rev. pellet stops (1) 
(N.1571; S.2001; B. & W. VUI, 3b). Last good fine, a rare 
variety, others very fine. 

203* Type IX, m.m. oby. crown, rev. rose, quatrefoils by bust and on 
breast, trefoils on cusps (not over crown), rev. CIVITAS (TAS 
Over LON) LONDOO (L over D), same die as next two lots, saltire 
stops both sides (N.1575; S.2001; B. & W. IX, 1 and pl. VIII, 
23, same rev. die). Very fine. 

204 Type IX, oby. crown, rev. rose, oby. similar to last but one (left), 
trefoil over crown, rev. same die as last and next (N.1575: 
S.2001; B. & W. IX, 1 var.). Trace of corrosion on obverse 
and double striking on reverse, otherwise very fine. 
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205* Type X/IX mule, m.m. obv. Lcr, rev. rose, trefoils by bust and on 
cusps (not over crown), saltire stops, rev. same die as last two 
coins (N.1576; $.2003; B. & W. Xa/IX, 2). Left edge double 
struck, nearly very fine, very rare. 

206* Type X, m.m. obv. LcF, rev. sun, crosses by bust, trefoils on all 
cusps, saltire stops on rey. only (N.1577; S.2000 var.; 
B. & W. Xa, 2 var. and see p. 138, ‘“‘abnormal”). Good very 
fine, a very rare variety. 

207 Type X, m.m. oby. LcF, rev. sun, similar but rev. with trefoil stops 
(N.1577; S.2000 var.; B. & W. Xa, 2 var., pl. V, 3, same obv. 
die, and see p. 138, “abnormal”). Edge split and reverse 
double struck (1st quarter), almost very fine. 

208* Type X, m.m. oby. LCF, rev. sun, trefoils by bust and on all cusps, 
pellet in spandril above crown, reads FRAN, no stops either 
side (N.1577; 8.2003; B. & W. Xa, 3a var.). Slightly double 
struck, otherwise very fine. 

209* Type X, m.m. oby. Lcr, rev. sun, two pellets above Lcr, no trefoils 
over crown, trefoil stops on obv. only (N.1577; S.2003; 
B. & W. Xa, 3c var.; Delmé-Radcliffe, BNJ XLI, p. 180 and 
pl. Il, 3, this coin). A trifle small (44.6grs.), almost extremely 
fine. 

210 Type X (3), m.m. obv. LcF, rev. sun, all with trefoils over crown 
omitted, with trefoil on breast (2), with and without double 
saltire after FRANC, both with saltire stops both sides, and 
without trefoil on breast (1), double trefoil after FRANC and 
saltire stops on oby. only (N.1577; S.2003; B. & W. Xa, 3c (2) 
and 3d). First ragged, second plugged, otherwise nearly very 
fine. 

211 Type Xb (2), m.m. oby. Lcr, rev. sun, both with nothing by bust 
but trefoil on breast, without trefoils over crown (1), trefoil 
stops both sides, and with only one trefoil above crown (1), 
reads FRARC, trefoil stops on oby. only (N.1578; S.2002; 
B. & W. Xb, 2, vars. | and 2). Almost very fine and very fine 
but rather clipped (38 .8grs.). 
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212 Type Xb (2), m.m. obv. cr, rev. sun, both with nothing by bust, 

trefoils on all cusps, with saltire stops on both sides and with 
trefoil stops on obv. only (N.1578; S.2002; B. & W. Xb, 2). 
First with obverse double struck but very fine, second rather 
clipped (36.6grs.) and smoothed, nearly very fine. 

213* Type XI, m.m. LcrF both sides, nothing by bust, without trefoil on 
breast or over crown, trefoil stops on oby. only (N.1579; 
S.2002; B. & W. XI, 2). Good very fine, rare. 

214 Bristol, Type VI/V mules (2), both with m.m. obv. sun, rev. rose, 

215 

216 

PA | 
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with quatrefoils by bust and fleurs on cusps, one from same 
oby. die as next lot, Ist coin, rev. reads BRESTOW, RE of 
BRESTOW cut over LO (LONDON?), saltire stops both sides, other 
with fleur to right of crown omitted (SCBI, Bristol, 110, same 
oby. die and cf B.& W.VIa, 2) (N.1580; S.2004; 
B. & W. VI/V). First slightly off-centre, very fine, second 
clipped (41.7grs.) and smoothed, almost very fine, ex. Oman 
(i352). 

Type VI (2), m.m. sun, both with quatrefoils by bust, fleurs on 
cusps, reading BRISTOW with saltire stops both sides, one from 
same oby. die as last lot, Ist coin (N.1580; S.2004; 
B. & W. Via). Both with reverse slightly off-centre, very fine. 

Type VI (2), m.m. sun, similar, but read BRESTOLL (N.1580; 
S.2004; B. & W. Vila). Reverse off-centre, almost very fine, 
and with irregular shape (46.6 grs.) and bent, fine. 

Type VI (2), m.m. sun, with fleur vice B on breast (SCBI, Bristol, 
116, same oby. die) and with B on breast but no quatrefoils by 
bust, double saltire after viLLA, both read Bristow (N.1580; 
S.2007 and 2006; B. & W. Vla, 1, and VIb). First slightly 
bent, almost very fine, second small (42.5grs.) and one edge 
flat both sides, but fine, a rare variety. 

Type VII (3), m.m. crown, all with quatrefoils by bust and fleurs 
on cusps, with saltire stops both sides (2), Bristow and 
BRISTOLL, and with pellet stops on obv., saltires on rev. (1), 
BRISTOW (N.1580; S.2004; B. & W. VIIa, including var. 1). 
Second with obverse weak, others a little irregular in shape, 
almost very fine. 
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Type VII (2), m.m. crown, similar, both read Bristow, with pellet 
stops on oby. and lis stops on rev., one reads MEV, other with 
fleurs to right of bust omitted, reads MevM (N.1580; S.2004; 
B. & W. Vila, 1/1 and 2/1). Very fine and nearly so. 

Type VII (2), m.m. crown, both from same oby. die with B over E 
on breast and saltire stops both sides, BRISTOW and BRISTOL 
(N.1580; N.2004; B. & W. VIIa, 3; SCBI, Bristol, 126, same 
dies as Ist coin). First small but full weight (48.4grs.), 
otherwise nearly very fine, second with edge split, fine 
(40.7ers.). 

Type VII (3), m.m. crown, similar, with B on breast, with saltire 
stops and after FRANC (1), BRISTOLL, and with saltire stops on 
oby., mixed on rey. (2), one with fleurs to left of bust omitted, 
other reads EDWARDD and FRA, both read Bristow (N.1580: 
S.2004; B. & W. VIla, 4 and VIla/b(2)). First chipped, second 
double struck, third with legends weak/corroded, fine or 
better. 

Type VII (2), m.m. crown, similar, but with trefoils on cusps and 
saltire stops both sides, BRISTOLL (B. & W. pl. V, 11, same oby. 
die) and BRESTOLL (N.1580; S.2005; B. & W. VIIb). First good 
fine, second cracked and chipped, about fine, a rare late 
variety. 

Type VII/VIII mule, m.m. obv. crown, rev. sun, quatrefoils by 
bust, fleurs on cusps, saltire stops on oby., none on rev., 
BRISTOW (N.1580; S.2004; B. & W. Vila/VIII and pl. V, 10, 
this coin). Clipped (41.9grs.), almost very fine, a rare mule. 

Type VIII (2), m.m. obv. crown, rev. sun, quatrefoils by bust but 
trefoils on cusps, BRISTOW, One with saltire stops both sides, 
other with trefoil stops on obyv., none on rev. (N.1580; S.2004; 
B. & W. VIII). Almost very fine. 

Type X (2), m.m. sun, with trefoils by bust and on cusps, both 
BRISTOW, One with trefoil stops both sides, reads FRANCI, other 
with no stops on oby., saltires on rev. (N.1580; S.2005; 
B. & W. X). Very fine and nearly so. 
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Coventry, Type VI/V mule (2), m.m. oby. sun, rev. rose, both with 

c on breast, quatrefoils by bust, fleurs on cusps and saltire 

stops both sides, one with saltire after COVE’TRE (N.1581; 

S.2008; B. & W. VI/V var.). Last severely clipped (34.9grs.) 
and part flat, otherwise both nearly very fine. 

Type VI (2), m.m. sun, similar, COVETRE and CovETRE (N.1581; 
S.2008; B. & W. VI, 1 and 2). Both with obverse double 
struck, otherwise nearly very fine. 

Norwich, Type VI (2), m.m. sun, both with Nn on breast, quatrefoils 
by bust, fleurs on cusps and saltire stops both sides, reading 
NORWIC without apostrophe, dies differ (N.1582; S.2011; 
B. & W. VI var.). One with obverse double struck, reverse very 
fine, other small (but 49.8grs.), and reverse with corrosion 
adhering, otherwise very fine. 

Type VI (3), m.m. sun, similar, reading NORWIC’, NORVIC’ with 
saltire after, and NoRWIc’, reading FRAN and Dem (N.1582; 
S.2011; B. & W. VI, 1, 2 and 3). First with centres weak 
(obverse scratched), second small (45.8grs.) and part flat, 
third small (46.8grs.), bent and obverse scored, otherwise fine 
or better. 

York, Type VI (3), m.m. sun, all with E on breast, quatrefoils by 
bust, fleurs on cusps and saltire stops both sides, lst and 2nd 
from same oby. die, 3rd with treble saltire after FRANC 
(N.1583; S.2012; B. & W. VI). Very fine but small (44.5grs.), 
almost very fine but edge split, and with obverse scored, 
reverse double struck, fine. 

Type VII (3), similar to last but m.m. obv. lis, rev. crown (2) and 
m.m. lis (1), E on breast cut over fleur (N.1583; S.2012; 
B. & W. VIIa (2) and VIIbvar.). First two good fine, last 
nearly very fine, the variety listed in Blunt & Whitton only for 
Type VI. 

Type VII (3), m.m. lis, similar, all with saltire stops on obv., none 
on rev. (N.1583; S.2012; B. & W. VIIb/c). Two very fine but 
chipped, other about fine. 
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Type VII (3), m.m. lis, similar, with saltire stops on obv., none on 
rev. (1), double saltire after FRANC, and with saltire stops on 
oby., trefoils on rev. (2). Good fine or better. 

Type VIII (3), all with £ on breast and quatrefoils by bust but 
trefoils on cusps, with m.m. oby. lis, rev. sun (1), saltire stops 
both sides, m.m. lis (1), trefoil stops on ody. saltires on rev., 
and m.m. ody. lis, rev. lis over crown (1), saltire stops on obv., 
mixed on rev. (N.1583; §.2012; B. & W. VIII, b/a, b, and 
b var.). First small (47.2grs.) and with edge crack, otherwise 
all nearly very fine. 

Type VIII (3), similar, with m.m. ody. lis over crown, rev. lis over 
sun (2), both saltire stops both sides, and m.m. oby. lis over 
crown, rev. lis (1), trefoil stops on obv., none on rev. (N.1583; 
S.2012; B. & W. VIIIb, 2 (2) and 3). Last small (38.1grs.), all 
about very fine. 

Type VIII, m.m. ody. lis, rev. lis over sun, similar but without E (or 
trefoil) on breast (N.1583; S.2013; B. & W. VIIIb, 1). Almost 
very fine. 

Type X/VIII mule, oby. m.m. lis, trefoils by bust and on cusps, R., 
saltire stops, same die as Type X/XI mule in lot 241, rev. m.m. 
sun, R,, saltire stops (N.1583; S.2014; B. & W. X/VIIa). 
Edge split (9 o'clock), almost very fine. 

Type X, m.m. oby. lis, rev. sun, types similar to last, reads FRAN, 
trefoil stops on obv., saltires on rev. (N.1583; S.2014; 
B. & W. X, 2). Very fine; ex. J.D. A. Thompson Collection. 

Type X, m.m. oby. lis, rev. sun, similar to last but no stops on rev. 
(N.1583; S.2014; B. & W. X, 2, and pl. VI, 8, same obv. die). 
Obverse a little weak, otherwise very fine. 

Type X, m.m. obv. lis, rev. sun, similar to last but oby. m.m. cut 
over LCF (a London mark), £ on breast cut over trefoil and tT of 
CIVITAS cut over c (N.1583; S.2014; B. & W. X, 2 var.). Bent, 
and with some corrosion on relief, but fine, a most interesting 
piece, apparently not recorded hitherto; ex. Oman (152). 
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241* Type X/XI mule, obv. m.m. lis, same die as Type X/VIII mule in 
lot 237, rev. m.m. lis, R, (N.1583; 8.2014). Very fine and rare, 
the mule not listed in B.& W. but on p.139 Type XI is 
referred to as “Strictly speaking, perhaps... a variant of 
Types Xa and Xb’’: certainly B.& W. Type XI, 2, could be 
said to be a mule in that the obverse die is noted as used for 
Type X, 3. 

242 Type XI (2), m.m. lis, both from same obv. die with trefoils by 
bust, on cusps, as stops, and with double trefoil after FRANC, 
rev. no stops, dies differ, second with E of EBORACI cut over L 
(N.1583; $.2014; B.& W. XI, 2). First cracked to centre, 
almost very fine, second clipped (41.lgrs.), chipped and 
cracked, but fine. 

HALF-GROATS 

243* London, Type VII, m.m. crown, quatrefoils by bust, trefoils on 
cusps (and on breast), saltire stops on obv., trefoils on rev., 
21.8grs. (N.1584; S.2016; B. & W. Vila). Obverse weakly 
struck, otherwise nearly very fine, rare. 

244 Type VII, m.m. crown, similar, but no stops on rev., 20.7grs. 
(N.1584; 8.2016; B. & W. Vila, 2). Very fine and rare. 

245* Type VII, m.m. crown, a similar coin from different dies, 23.3¢grs. 
(N.1584; S.2016; B. & W. VIIa, 2). Very fine and full, rare. 

246* Type VII, m.m. crown, similar, but 10 trefoils on tressure of 9 
arches, rev. large fleur after posvr, 20.5grs. (N.1584; S.2016; 

’ B. & W. Vila, 1 var./VIIc, 2). Small and reverse off-centre, 
fine and a rare variety. 

247 Type X/VIII mule, oby. m.m. tcr, trefoils by bust, on cusps and as 
stops, rev. m.m. sun, no stops, 15.2grs. (N.1584: S.2018: 
B. & W. Xa, 2/VIIc and pl. VII, 7, same rev. die), clipped, 
corroded and scratched, fair only but very rare; Type X, m.m. 
oby. LCF, rey. sun, similar, but trefoils on all cusps (one omitted 
over crown), 21.6grs. (N.1584; S.2018; B. & W. Xa), obverse 
dented and scratched, but fine, reverse very fine but with deep 
scratches, rare. 
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248 Bristol, Type VI (2), m.m. sun, saltires by bust, trefoils on cusps 
(not on breast), reads BRESTOW, saltire stops both sides, and 
m.m. sun on ody. only, similar, but quatrefoils by bust, reads 
FRAN and BRESTOLL, Saltire stops on oby. only, 14.0 and 
15.9grs. (N.1585; $.2020 and 2021; B. & W. VI, 1 and 3): 
Type VII (2), m.m. crown, quatrefoils by bust, trefoils on 
cusps (over crown, but not on breast), reads BRISTOW, Saltire 
stops on oby. only, and m.m. crown on obv. only, a similar 
coin from same oby. die, 14.5 and 18.1 grs. (N.1585; S.2021: 
B. & W. VII, 4: SCBI, Bristol, 131, same ody. die). Second 
fine but pierced, others fair (last plugged), all rare. 

249* Type VIII, m.m. obv. crown, rev. sun, nothing by bust, trefoils on 
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cusps (and on breast), and as stops, BRISTOL, 21.7grs. 
(N.1585; S.2023; B. & W. VIII and pl. VII, 10, this coin). A 
little off-centre and scratches both sides, otherwise nearly very 
fine, rare; ex. F. A. Walters, 1932 (330) and R. C. Lockett 
(1589). 

York, Type VI, m.m. sun, quatrefoils by bust, large fleurs on cusps 
(not on breast), saltire stops both sides, 20.1grs. (N.1588: 
S.2035; B. & W. VI and pl. VI, 13, same oby. die). Legends 
part flat/weak, fine. 

Type VII (2), m.m. lis, both with crosses by bust and trefoils on 
cusps, one with oby. trefoils over crown and saltire stops, other 
with no stops, 16.3 and 17.9grs. (N.1588; 5$.2036; 
B. & W. VII, 1 and 2). First rather clipped, otherwise fine, 
second fair. 

Type VIII, m.m. lis on oby. only, £ on breast, quatrefoils by bust, 
trefoils on cusps (not over crown), reads FRAN, P of POSvI cut 
over lis, saltire stops both sides, 19.3grs. (N.1588; S.2038: 
B. & W. VIII var.). Smoothed, almost very fine. 

Type VIII, m.m. lis on oby. only, a similar coin from same obv. die 
but rev. with lis after posvi and trefoil stops, 19.7grs. (N.1588; 
S.2038; B. & W. VIII). A little small, good fine. 
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254 Canterbury, Archbishop Bourchier, Type Va (3), all with large 
fleurs on cusps and knot below bust, with m.m. pall on oby. 
only and nothing by bust (2), spur under TAs and under CivI, 
and with m.m. oby. pall, rev. rose(?) and quatrefoils (?) by bust 
(1), spur under Tas (N.1590; S.2025(2) and 2024; B. & W. Va, 
1(2) and var.). First irregular shape, obverse nearly very fine, 
reverse double struck, second small, almost fine, third fair. 

255* Type Vb (3), all with trefoils on cusps, nothing by bust, knot 
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below, with m.m. pall on oby. only (2), spur under TAS and 
spur under TOR, with wedges under CAN and Tor, and m.m. 
pall Goth ‘sides (1); spur under tor (N.1590;- 5.2025; 
B. & W. Vb, 1, Ivar. and 2). First fine, second small 
(14.1grs.), almost fine, an unrecorded variety (illustrated), 
third nearly very fine (slightly bent). 

Type Vb, m.m. pall, same dies as last, 23.1grs. (N.1590; S.2025; 
B. & W. Vb, 2). One edge flat otherwise very fine, rare; ex. 
F. A. Walters, 1932 (419), R. C. Lockett (4028) and Clonter- 
brook Trust (104) Collections. 

Type Vb (4), similar, with nothing by bust (2), both m.m. pall, one 
from same dies as last, other from same obv. die, rev. spur 
under TOR, CAN Cut Over EBO, and with quatrefoils by bust (2), 
both from same oby. die with m.m. pall and reading FRANC, 
revs. m.m. pall and m.m. rose (?), both with spur under Civ 
(N.1590; S.2025(2) and 2024(2); B. & W. Vb, 2, 2 var., 3 var. 
and 4 var.). Third small (16.9grs.) and fourth with scratches 
on obverse, otherwise fine. 

Type VIb/Vb mule, m.m. pall with four wedges in field by bust, 
reads FRA, rev. spur under Tor, 19.4grs. (N.1590; S.2027; 
B. & W. VIb/Vb, 1); Type VIb/VIa, from same obv. die, rev. 
without m.m., spur under Tor, 21.2grs. (N.1590; S.2027; 
B. & W. VIb, 1/VIa, 1). First part flat and_ scratched, 
otherwise fine, ex. F. A. Walters, 1932 (325), R. C. Lockett 
(4028) and Clonterbrook Trust (104), second good very fine. 

Type VIa (3), all from same oby. die with m.m. pall, saltires by bust 
and AN Z FRANC, all with rev. no m.m., and spur under TAs, 
dies differ (N.1590; S.2026; B. & W. Via, 1). First a little 
irregular in shape, otherwise very fine, others clipped/off- 
centre, but fine or better. 
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260 Type Vila (2), both from same obv. die, m.m. pall, with saltires by 
bust, knot below, and three wedges in hair, reading ANGL z F, 
revs. with spur under Tas and spur under civi, and Type 
Vla/VIb, obv. m.m. pall, same die as last two coins, rev. m.m. 
sun, spur under civi (N.1590 var.; $.2026 var.: B. & W. Via 
var.); Type VIb (2), both from same dies with oby. m.m. pall, 
quatrefoils by bust and knot below, ANG z FRAN, rev. m.m. sun, 
spur under civi (N.1590; $.2024; B. & W. VIb, 4 var.). First 
with traces of corrosion, mostly fine or better. 

’ Blunt & Whitton, pl. VI, 14, illustrate the same obverse die as 
the first three coins above, but failed to notice the wedges in 
hair. 

261* Type VIb, m.m. ody. pall, rev. sun, similar to last but nothing by 
bust, rev. spur under civi, 22.0grs. A little small, otherwise 
very fine, the variety unrecorded. 

262 Type VIb/VII mule (5), all with quatrefoils by bust, knot below 
and rey. without spur, m.m. pall on oby. only (3), two from 
same dies reading EDARD and FRA, and another reading 
FRANC, and with pall over sun on oby. only (2), from same dies 
reading FRAN (N.1590; S.2024; B. & W. VIb/VII, 2 (3) and 
not listed (2), but see Delme-Radcliffe, BNJ XLI, p. 180, 
no. 7, and pl. II, 9, this last coin). Mostly fine. 

263* Type VII/VIb mule? (2), m.m. pall, both from same obv. die with 
trefoils by bust and on cusps, knot below bust, reading FRANC, 
revs. both with spur under Tor, dies differ, 19.7 and 23.0grs. 
(N.1590; S.2026A; not listed in B. & W. but see Delme- 
Radcliffe, BNJ XLI, p. 180, no. 6, and pl. II, 8, this first coin, 
where it is attributed to Type V). First edge split (10 o'clock), 
fine, second very fine (illustrated), ex. R. C. Lockett (4028) 
and Clonterbrook Trust (105). 

264 Type VII/VIb mule, obv. m.m. pall, quatrefoils by bust but without 
knot below, trefoils on cusps (and on breast), reads FR, rev. no 
m.m., spur under Tor, 20.5grs. (N.1590; S.2028; 
B. & W. VII/VIb, 2), a little off-centre and flat, fair; Type 
VII, similar to last without knot on oby., but omits spur on 
rey., reads FRA, 21.7grs. (N.1590; S.2028; not listed in 
B. & W. but see Delme-Radcliffe, BNJ XLI, p. 180, no. 5, and 
pl. II, 7, this coin), almost very fine. 
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265 Canterbury (Royal), Type VII (3), m.m. crown on oby. only, all 
with saltires by bust and trefoils on cusps (over crown, not on 
breast), reading FRA (1) and FR (2) from same oby. die 
(N.1589; S.2030; B. & W. 3 var. and 3 (pl. VI, 17, same obv. 
die)). Very fine. 

266 Type VIII (4), m.m. crown on oby. only, all with trefoils by bust 
and on cusps, without trefoil on breast, FR (2), with and 
without trefoils over crown (B. & W. pl. VII, 18, same obv. 
die), and with trefoil on breast, but not over crown (2), FR and 
PF (B.c Wepl: VIL. 19; same obv> die) <(N, 1589; S.2031; 
B. & W. VIII, 1, 2, 3 and 3 var.). Second fine, others very fine 
or nearly so; last ex. R. C. Lockett (1594). 

267 Type VIII (4), all from same oby. die as last with m.m. crown and 
reading F, revs. without m.m. (1) and with m.m. sun (3), two 
from same die (N.1589; $.2031; B. & W. VIII, 3 var. and 4 (3, 
including the pl. VII, 19, specimen). First very fine but bent, 
others about fine (two corroded, one with reverse double 
struck). 

268* Type IX/VIII mule, m.m. oby. rose, rev. sun, trefoils by bust and 
on cusps (not on breast nor over crown), reads FRA, saltire 
stops on oby., trefoils on rey., 20.0grs. (N.1589; S.2031: 
B. & W. [X/VIII and pl. VI, 20, same obv. die). Obverse fine, 
reverse better, extremely rare. 

269 Type IX, m.m. rose, obv. same die as last, rev. saltire stops, 
18.0grs. (N.1589; S.2031; B. & W. IX). Clipped, bent and 
with edge split, nearly fine, rare. 

PENNIES 

270 London, Type VII (2), m.m. crown on oby. only, one with 
quatrefoils by bust, other with saltires by bust, both read ANGL 
(N.1591; S.2040 and 2042; B. & W. VII, 2 and 4). First with 
obverse very fine, reverse slightly double struck, fine, second 
clipped (8.2grs.), cracked and pierced, fair. 
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271* Type VII (2), m.m. crown on oby. only, both with crosses by bust, 
former with left cross cut over trefoil (N.1591; $.2041 var. 
and 2040; B. & W. VII, 3 var. and 4). First nearly very fine 
(illustrated), ex. R. C. Lockett (1573), second cracked to 
centre and reverse off-centre, otherwise very fine. 

272 Type VIII (2), m.m. crown on oby. only, with quatrefoils by bust 
and on breast, ANG, and with trefoils by bust, nothing on 
breast, ANGL (N.1591; $.2040 and 2043; B. & W. VIII, 1 and 
2). First severely clipped (7.2grs.), fair, but a rare variety, 
second almost very fine, ex. R. Carlvon-Britton Collection. 

273* Canterbury, Archbishop Bourchier, Type VI, m.m. pall on oby. 
only, nothing by bust, knot below, reads AN, rev. spur under 
civi, 10.9grs. (N.1601; $.2049; B. & W. VI, 1 and pl. VIII, 9, 
same dies). Centres weak and scratched, otherwise very fine, 
rare. 

274* Canterbury (Royal), Type VII, m.m. crown on obv. only, 
quatrefoils by bust, nothing on breast, reads ANG, 11.5grs. 
(N.1600; S:2051; B. & W: VII and ‘pl. VILL, 10; this\coi). 
Good very fine, extremely rare; ex. F. A. Walters, 1932 (416), 
E. H. Wheeler (273) and R. C. Lockett (1595). 

275* Durham, King’s Receiver, 1462—1465, local dies with m.m. cross 
(6), DVNOLIN (1), with cross on breast, and DONOLI, with rose 
in centre (5), quatrefoil stops (1), double saltire stops (2), rose 
stops (1) and pellet stops (1), reads EDwRD, extra pellet under 
ot! (N.1544; §S.2053; B.& W.p.50). Second very fine 
(illustrated) last nearly so, others fair or fine. 

276 Local dies with m.m. cross (5), all with rose in centre, with pellet 
stops (1), obv. same die as last, rev. extra pellet under OLI, with 
saltire stops (1), reads ANG, rev. extra pellet under DON, with 
pellets by crown (1), rev. extra pellet under OLI, with pellet 
over crown (2), colon stops, rev. extra pellet under OLI, and 
with pellet stops, rev. no extra pellet (N.1544; S.2053; 
B. & W. p. 50). Three small, fine or better. 
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Bishop Lawrence Booth, Type V (2), m.m. rose on obv. only, one 
with B and D by bust and rey. B in centre, DE (saltire) RAM, other 

indiscernable with rev. B in centre (N.1602; S.2054; 
B. & W. V, 1); Type VI (4), all m.m. sun on oby. only, all with 
quatrefoil and B by bust, ANGL (2) and ANG (2) (N.1603; 
S.2055; B. & W. VI, 1 (2), 3 and 4). Poorly struck, fair or fine. 

Type VII (2), m.m. crown on ody. only, with D and quatrefoil by 
bust, both from same oby. die (N.1604; S.2057; B. & W. VII, 
2); Type VIII (3), m.m. crown on oby. only, all with lis by 
bust, dies differ (N.1607; S.2060; B. & W. VIII, 3). Fair or 
fine. 

York, Archbishop George Neville, local dies (8), with quatrefoil in 
centre of rey., m.m. rose on oby. only (3), G and key by bust, 
and m.m. cross on oby. only (5), G and key by bust (2) and 
nothing by bust (3) of very crude work (N.1594; S.2062; 
B. & W. p. 47 (5) and cf’ BNJ XXI, pl. I, 5, for last three). 
Fair or fine. 

Type VI (2), m.m. sun on oby. only, both with G and key by bust 
and quatrefoil in centre of rev.; Type VII (4), m.m. large lis, 
with G and key by bust (3), one reads ANGL, and with 
quatrefoils by bust (1), all with quatrefoil in centre of rev. 
(N.1595 (5) and 1597; S.2063(5) and 2065; B. & W. VI, 2 (2), 
VII, 1 (3) and 3). Mostly fine, lis mint marks not discernible. 

281* Type VII, m.m. large lis on oby. only, G and key by bust, reads 
ANG, quatrefoil in centre of rev., 10.9grs. (N.1595; S.2063; 
B. & W. VII, 1). Obverse a little woolly, very fine and full, rare 
thus. 

282 Type VII, m.m. large lis on obv. only, trefoils by bust and 
quatrefoil in centre of rev., 12.lgrs. (N.1598; S.2066: 
B. & W. VIII and pl. II, 21, same oby. die); Type X (2), m.m. 
small lis on oby. only, G and key by bust and quatrefoil in 
centre Of ver, 12.3 and 96grs.- (N.1599: S.2063: 
B. & W. X, 1). First poorly struck, fair. 
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283 Type X (2), m.m. small lis and m.m. cr, both with G and key by 
bust, reading DEI, and quatrefoil in centre of rev., 10.0 and 
10.3grs. (N.1599; S.2063; B.& W.X, 1 and 2). Legends 
partly weak/off flan, almost very fine, rare. 

HALFPENNIES 

284 London, Type V (2), m.m. rose on oby. only, both with saltires by 
bust, first with saltire stops; Type VI, m.m. sun on oby. only, 
with saltires by bust (N.1608; S.2067; B. & W. V, 2 var. (2) 
and VI, 1). First with one edge flat, obverse very fine, reverse 
fine, others fair and very fine, but both chipped (4.6 and 
4.5grs.). 

285 Type VII (5), m.m. crown on oby. only, with saltires by bust (2) 
and with trefoils by bust (3) (N.1608; S.2067(2) and 2068(3): 
B. & W. VII, 1 (2) and 3 (3)). First fine but pierced and 
cracked, others fair (one chipped). 

286 Type X (2), m.m. LcF on oby. only, both with trefoils by bust, 
reading REX A (N.1608; S.2068; B. & W. Xa). One pierced 
(4.6grs.), fair, other clipped (4.9grs.), otherwise fine, rare; 
second ex. R. Carlyon-Britton Collection. 

287* Bristol, Type VIII, m.m. crown on obv. only, trefoils by bust 
(N.1609; S.2071; B.& W. VIII). Chipped (3.9grs.) and 
legends mostly flat, centres fine, very rare. 

288* Canterbury, Archbishop Bourchier, Type VII, m.m. pall on obv. 
only, trefoils by bust and as stops (without both knot on obyv. 
and spur on rey.), EDWARD DI GRA REX, 5.4grs. (N.1612; 
S.2072 var.; B. & W. Appendix (p. 339); Delmeé-Radcliffe, 
BNJ XLI, p. 181, no. 9, and pl. II, 11, this coin). Edge crack, 
a full but weak striking, almost very fine, only the second 
recorded specimen. 

289* Canterbury (Royal), Type VII, m.m. crown on oby. only, saltires 
by bust, rev. no marks (N.1611; S.2073; B. & W. VID). 
Plugged (5.4grs.), fine and rare; ex. R. Carlvon-Britton 
Collection. 
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290* Type VIII, m.m. crown on oby. only, trefoils by bust (N.1611; 
S.2074; B. & W. VIII). Scratches (trace of mounting?) at top 
but very fine and full (6.4grs.), rare. 

HENRY VI. Restored (Oct. 1470—Apr. 1471) 

D. F. Allen: The Coinage of Henry VI restored: 
Some Notes on the London Mint, NC, 1937 

291 Groat, London, obv. m.m. cross pattee, trefoils on all cusps and as 
stops, HENRIC, rev. m.m. Restoration cross, no stops (N.1617; 
S.2082; B. & W. 3/7; Allen D/9 and pl. V, D, same obv. die). 
Rough surfaces, almost very fine. 

292* Groat, London, oby. m.m. Restoration cross, trefoils on cusps (not 
over crown), saltire stops, HENRICV, rev. m.m. SCF, no stops, a 
die used for Edward IV, see lot 298 and Delmeé-Radcliffe, 
BNJ XLI, p. 180, no. 3, note, and pl. II, 6, this coin (N.1617; 
S.2082; B. & W. 6/7 var.; Allen M/21(?)). Rough surfaces 
(corrosion), obverse slightly off-centre, almost very fine, an 
interesting die link. 

293* Groat, Bristol, obv. m.m. trefoil, B on breast, trefoils on all cusps 
(right shoulder omitted), saltire stops, HENRICV, rev. m.m. 
Restoration cross, trefoil stops (N.1619; S.2083; B. & W. 1/4; 
SCBI, Bristol, 138). Trifle weak, almost very fine. 

294* Groat, Bristol, oby. m.m. Restoration cross, B on breast, trefoils on 
cusps (not over crown), HENRICVS, rey. m.m. rose, double 
saltire cut over left arm of wILLA, saltire stops both sides 
(N.1619; S.2083; B. & W. 4/1; an almost identical rev. die to 
SCBI, Bristol, 139, cf. flaw (?) by E of ADIvToRE and position 
of pellets in Ist quarter). Clipped (30.6grs.), otherwise very 
fine, rare; ex. R. C. Lockett (4030). 

‘.” See note after lot 337. 

295* Groat, York, m.m. lis, E on breast, trefoils on cusps (not over 
crown), HENRICV, saltire stops both sides (N.1618; S.2084: 
B. & W. 1/1, this rev. die, pl. XI, 12, later used for Edward 
LV, pl. XU, 13). Very fine. 
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296* Groat, York, m.m. lis, E on breast, trefoils on all cusps, reads 
HENRIC, trefoil stops on obv., saltires on rev. (N.1618: S.2084: 
B. & W. 5/1). Irregular shape (44.6 ers.) and cleaned, almost 
very fine, rare. 

297* Half-Groat, London, m.m. Restoration cross, trefoils on all cusps 
and as oby. stops, reads HENRIC and FRA, rev. no stops, 
19.5grs. (N.1620; S.2085; B. & W. 3/1; not listed by Allen but 
see Walters, NC 1910, pl. III, 2, same obv. die). Edge split and 
smoothed, fine, very rare. 

EDWARD IV, Second Reign (1471-1483) 

GROATS 

298 London, Type XII/Henry VI mule, oby. m.m., scr, no marks by 
bust, trefoils on cusps, saltire stops, rev. m.m. SCF, no stops, a 
die used for Henry VI, see lot 292 and Delme-Radcliffe, 
BNI ALI p. TS0,. no. 3, -and: pl il, 5, this’ com (N.1631; 
S.2096; B. & W. XII). Very fine, an interesting die link. 

Two similar mules with rev. m.m. Restoration cross are listed 
on B. & W., p. 320. 

299 Type XII, m.m. scr, trefoils on cusps (not over crown) and as 
stops on oby. only (N.1631; S.2096; B. & W. XII). Die cracks 
across bust, very fine. 

300* Type XIII/XII mule, oby. m.m. large annulet, trefoils on cusps (not 
over crown), annulet stops, rev. m.m. SCF, no stops (N.1631: 
S.2096; B. & W. XIII/XI). A little smoothed, very fine. 

301 Type XIII, obv. m.m. large annulet, same die as last, rev. m.m. 
trefoil, no stops (N.1631; S.2096; B. & W. XIII). Two edge 
splits but fine. 

302 Type XIII, m.m. obv. large annulet, rev. trefoil, similar, with 
trefoils on all cusps (N.1631; 8.2096; B. & W. XIII, 1). 
Clipped (36.7grs.) otherwise very fine. 
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303* Type XIV/XII mule, oby. m.m. small annulet, trefoils on all cusps 

and as stops, rey. m.m. scr, no stops (N.1631; S.2096; the 
mule not listed in B. & W. but see Delme-Radcliffe, BNJ XLI, 
p. 180, no. 4, and pl. II, 4, this coin). Bent, otherwise very fine, 

the mule recorded from this specimen. 

304 Type XIV (2), m.m. small annulet, trefoils on all cusps, one with 

trefoil stops both sides, other with trefoil stops on obv., saltires 
on rev. (N.1631; S.2069; B. & W. 1). Almost very fine. 

305* Type XIV, m.m. small annulet, similar, without trefoils over 

crown, saltire stops both sides (N.1631; S.2096; B. & W. XIV 

var.). Trace of corrosion, almost extremely fine. 

306 Type XIV (2), m.m. small annulet, both similar coins from 
different dies (N.1631; S.2096; B. & W. XIV var.). One full, 
with trace of corrosion, other small (38.9grs.), almost very 
fine. 

307 Type XIV (2), m.m. small annulet, one reading FRAN with saltire 
stops on oby. only, other FRANC and MEVA with saltire stops 
both sides (N. 1631; S.2096; B. & W. XIV, 4 and 5). Very fine. 

308 Type XIV/XV mule, oby. m.m. small annulet, trefoils on cusps 
(not over crown), saltire stops, rev. m.m. annulet-with-pellet, 
Saltire stops, same die as lot3l1 (N.16031; $.2096; 
B. & W. XIV/XV). Cleaned, a little ragged and small 
(38.9grs.), almost very fine. 

309 Type XIV/XV mule, m.m. oby. small annulet, rev. annulet- 
with pellet, same dies as last (N.1631; S.2096; 
B. & W. XIV/XV). Rough surfaces, obverse fine, reverse very 
fine. 

310* Type XV, m.m. annulet-with-pellet, large trefoils on all cusps, 
reads DEI, saltire stops both sides (N.1631, S.2096: 
B. & W. XVa, ii). Small edge split, very fine. 
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311* Type XV, m.m. annulet-with-pellet, obv. similar to last but with 
roses by bust, rev. same die as lots 308 and 309, 41.7grs. 
(N.1631; $.2097; B. & W. XVb). Small edge crack, very fine. 

312* Type XV, m.m. annulet-with-pellet, with roses by bust, similar 
(N.1631; $.2097; B. & W. XVb). Very fine. 

313. Type XV, m.m. annulet-with-pellet, a similar coin (N.1631; 
S.2097; B. & W. XVb). Small (41.1grs.), surface pitting and 
scratch on obverse from edge to centre, but good fine. 

314* Type XV, m.m. annulet-with-pellet, another, similar, obv. from 
same die but rev. no stops (N.1631; S.2097; B. & W. XVb). 
Edge splits at top and bottom and with fine scratches both 
sides, otherwise very fine. 

315 Type XVI, m.m. oby. pierced cross and four pellets (same die as 
lot 318), rev. plain cross, nothing by bust, large trefoils on all 
cusps, chevron-barred A in ANGL and TAS, saltire stops both 
sides (N.1631; S.2096; B.& W. XVI, 2). Legends partly 
weak, almost very fine. 

316 Type XVI, m.m. pierced cross and four pellets both sides, similar 
to last (N.1631; $.2096; B. & W. XVI, 3). Slightly bent and 
one edge weak, otherwise very fine. 

317 Type XVI, m.m. pierced cross and four pellets, similar to last, 
from different dies (N.1631; $.2096; B. & W. XVI, 3). A little 
smoothed (especially obverse legend), almost very fine. 

8 Type XVI/XVII mule, obv. m.m. pierced cross with four pellets, 
same die as lot 315, rev. m.m. pierced cross, saltire stops 
(N.1631; S.2096; B. & W. XVI/XVID). Very fine. 

3 _ 

319 Type XVII (2), m.m. pierced cross, one with large trefoils on all 
cusps and saltire stops, other omits trefoils over crown, saltire 
stops and after civi, 43.2 and 42.3grs. (N.1631; S.2096; 
B. & W. XVI and var.). Latter with some corrosion at edge on 
obverse, nearly very fine. 
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Type XVII, m.m. pierced cross, similar to last omitting trefoils 
over crown (N.1631; S.2096; B. & W. XVII, var.). Very fine 
and round. 

Type XVII/XVIIla mule (2), both with m.m. oby. pierced cross, 
rey. pierced cross with pellet in Ist. quarter, one with large 
trefoils on all cusps, same die as next lot, Ist. coin, other omits 
trefoils over crown, rev. saltire after civi (N.1631; S.2096; 
B. & W. XVII/XVIlla and var. 1/2). First bent with some 
corrosion on reverse, other small (41.0grs.), better than fine. 

Type XVII/XVIIIb mule, oby. m.m. pierced cross, same die as last 
lot, Ist. coin, rev. m.m. pierced cross with pellet in 3rd. 
quarter, and Type XVIIIb/XVII mule, obv. m.m. pierced cross 
with pellet in 4th. quarter, fleurs on cusps (not over crown, nor 
on breast), reads pi, rev. m.m. pierced cross (N.1631; S.2096 
and 2098; B. & W. XVII/XVIIIb var. and XVIIIb/XVID. 
First with ragged edge (42.3grs.), good fine, second with edge 
split (46.2grs.), otherwise very fine. 

Type XVIII (3), m.m. pierced cross with pellet (1st. quarter), all 
with trefoils on cusps, reading DEI, and saltire stops both sides, 
with trefoils over crown (2), one with double saltire after 
FRANC, Other with saltire after civi, and with trefoils over 
crown omitted (1) (N.1631; S.2097; B. & W. XVIIIa). Very 
fine, fine, and nearly very fine. 

The pellet never occurs in the 2nd. quarter of the pierced cross 
(p. 297), the most usual being obv. 4th. quarter, rev. 3rd. 
quarter (p. 323). 

Until the end of the reign, London groats now have large 
fleurs on cusps and read DIGRA (p. 297). 

324 Type XVIII (4), with m.m. pierced cross with pellet in 3rd. quarter 
(3), all omit fleurs over crown, saltire stops both sides, last 
with rose before MEvM, double saltire before LON and DON, and 
with m.m. pierced cross with pellet in 4th. quarter (1), similar, 
reads EDVARD (N.1631; S.2098; B. & W. XVIIIb). Second 
with reverse double struck but very fine, third very fine, others 
nearly so. 
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325 Type XVIII (3), m.m. pierced cross with pellet (oby. 4th. quarter, 
rev. 3rd. quarter), fleurs neither over crown nor on breast, with 
rose after posvi and sun before MEvM (1), saltire stops both 
sides, with rose after DEvM (1), saltire stops on oby. only, and 
with no marks (1), saltire stops both sides, pot-hook v in DEVM 
and MEVM (N.1631; S$.2098; B. & W. XVIIIb, —/4. 4/6 and 
—/10). Very fine or nearly so. 

326 Type XVIII (2), m.m. pierced cross with pellet in 4th. quarter on 
oby. only, both with types similar to last, and rose after posvi 
and LON, double saltire after DEvM and TAs, pot-hook v in 
DEVM and MEvM, dies differ (N.1631; S.2098; B. & W. 
XVIIIb, only one reverse die noted). Edge crack, fine, and 
good very fine. 

327* Type XVIIIb/XX mule, oby. m.m. pierced cross with pellet (4th. 
quarter), rev. m.m. pierced cross with pellet in centre, rose 
after DEVM, pot-hook v in DEVM and MEvyM, saltire stops both 
sides, 46.7grs. (N.1631; S.2098; B. & W. XVIIIb/XX var.). 
Almost extremely fine, rare. 

328* Type XIX, m.m. pierced cross, similar, but obv. pellets by bust and 
rey. extra pellet under civi, rose after DEvM, 44.8grs. (N.1631: 
S.2099; B. & W. XIX, var. 2 and 4). Legends weak, centres 
very fine, very rare. 

329 Type XX/XIX mule, obv. m.m. pierced cross with central pellet, 
no stops, rev. m.m. pierced cross, extra pellets under civi and 
LON, rose before DEVM (N.1631; S.2098; B.& W. 
XX/XIX, 2). Clipped (43 .9grs.) and smoothed, otherwise fine, 
rare; “found in Aldbourne in a field beyond the Manor House, 
around 1960”. 

330 Type XX (2), m.m. pierced cross with central pellet, both with rev. 
rose after DEVM, pot-hook v in DEVM and MeEvM, and saltire 
stops, dies differ, 43.2 and 42.4grs. (N.1631: S.2098: 
B. & W. XX). Almost very fine. 

331 Type XX, m.m. pierced cross with central pellet, another, similar, 
from different dies (N.1631; $.2098; B. & W. XX). Very fine 
but bent. 
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332 Type XXI (4), m.m. cinquefoil, without fleurs over crown but rose 
on breast, saltire stops both sides, with rev. small m.m. (1), 
rose after posvi and before MEvM, pot-hook v in DEvM and 
MEVM, with rose after REX (1), extra pellet under DON and TAs, 
and with rose after DEvM (2), some and all A’s chevron-barred 
(N.1631; S.2098; B. & W. XXI, various). First and last very 
fine, others fine or better. 

333 Type XXI (3), m.m. cinquefoil, similar, but with fleurs over crown, 
with rose after posvi and before MEvM (1), extra pellet under 
DON, pellet to left of m.m., with rose before MEVM (1), and with 
no roses in legend (1), A of TAS cut over 0 (N.1631; S.2098; 
B. & W. XXI, various). Very fine, fine (smoothed) and almost 
extremely fine. 

334* Type XXII, m.m. sun-and-rose (formerly ascribed to Edward V), 
fleurs on breast and over crown, pellet below bust, a’s 
unbarred, reads EDVARD, rev. chevron-barred A in CIVITAS, 
saltire stops both sides, 44.3grs. (N.1631; S.2146: 
B. & W. XXII, 4). Very fine and very rare. 

335* Type XXII, m.m. sun-and-rose, similar, without fleur on breast, no 
pellet under bust, reads EDwrRpD (see BNJ XXVII, p. 93), 
40.7grs. (N.1631; 8.2146; B. & W. XXII, 10 var.). Two edge 
chips, obverse good fine, reverse better, very rare. 

336* Bristol, Type XII, m.m. rose, oby. B on breast, trefoils on cusps 
(not over crown) and as stops, rev. double saltire cut over left 
arm of w of wiLLA, an old die of Henry VI, see Allen, 
NC 1937, pl. V (N.1632; S.2101; B. & W. XII). Almost very 
fine, rare. 

337* Type XII, m.m. rose, oby. same die as last, rev. a very similar die 
to last, cf. o of ADIVTORE (N.1632; S.2101; SCBI, Bristol, 141, 
same dies). Obverse slightly double struck, nearly very fine, 
rare. 

T.G.W.—W. notes that at least seven reverse dies of this 
variety, with double saltire cut over the left arm of w of WILLA, 
are now known, of which four are only known of Henry VI 
Restored, two are only known of Edward IV and one is known 
under both. The dies are so similar they surely must have been 
produced all at one time. The coins are not common and it is 
probable that more die links will appear in due course. 
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Die Henry VI Restored Edward IV, Type XII 

1 BM 1913 7-10-10, ex. FAW 438 

2 BME.4667 

3. Bristol 139, ex. RCL 1612 

4 D-R 294, ex. RCL 4030 

5 BM 1913 7-10-9, ex. FAW 438 D-R 336 
BM 1935 4-1-6813,ex. TBC-T BM 1923 7-6-50, ex. Marno 

RCL 1642 

Bristol 141, ex. Burstal 98 
Ashmolean, ex. Bodley 
D-R 337 

338* Type XII/XIV mule, obv. m.m. rose, mixed stops, rev. m.m. small 
annulet, VILLA BRISTOW (N.1632; S.2101; B. & W. XII/XIV, 
2, and pl. XII, 14, same obv. die; SCBI, Bristol, 142, same 
dies). Clipped (37.9grs.), and reverse scraped, but better than 
fine, very rare; ex. Dr. L. A. Lawrence (661). | 

339* Type XIV, m.m. oby. sun, rev. small annulet, similar, saltire stops 
both sides (N.1632; S.2101; B. & W. XIVa). Squarish flan 
(48.4ers.), very fine, rare. I 

340* Type XIV, m.m. small annulet both sides, similar, with trefoils 
over crown and as stops both sides (N. 1632; S.2101; 
B. & W. XIVb; SCBI, Bristol, 143, same dies). A little ragged 
(48 .4grs.), almost very fine, rare. | 

341* Type XIV, m.m. small annulet on oby. only, similar, from same 
obv. die, 43.0grs. (N.1632; S.2101; B. & W. XIVc). Weak, 
good fine and full, rare. | 

342* York, Type XII, m.m. lis (large on rev.), E on breast, trefoils on 
cusps (not over crown) and as stops on oby. only (N.1633; 
S.2102; B. & W. XII and pl. XII, 13, same oby. die). Clipped 
(39.2grs.), almost very fine, rare. | 

343 Type XII, m.m. lis, similar, dies differ, 44.9grs. (N.1633; S.2102: 
B. & W. XII). Edge split, fine, rare. | 
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HALF-GROATS 

344 London, Type XIII, m.m. large annulet on oby. only, trefoils on 

cusps (not over crown), reads FR, annulet stops on oby. only 

(N.1634; S.2103; B.& W. XIII var.). Severely clipped 

(16.5grs.), almost fine, very rare, Type XIII noted only with 

reverse mint mark rose by North, so perhaps a XIII/XI1I or 

XII/XIV mule. 

345* Type XIV, m.m. small annulet, similar, reads FRA, saltire stops on 

oby. only, 21.7grs. (N.1634; S.2103; B. & W. XIV). A little 
off-centre, trace of crease and centres part weak, otherwise 
very fine, rare. 

346* Type XIV, m.m. small annulet, similar, reads FR, 21.5grs. 
(N.1634; S.2103; B. & W. XIV). Edge crack (8 o'clock), but 
very fine, rare. 

347. Type XIV, m.m. small annulet, another, similar, with oby. trefoils 
on all cusps and rev. same die as last (N.1634; S.2103; 
B. & W. XIV). Clipped at top (20.2grs.) and smoothed, almost 
very fine, rare. 

348* Type XVI, m.m. cross over annulet, trefoils on all cusps, reads DEI 
and FRAN, no stops, 21.3grs. (N.1634; S$.2103; B. & W. XVI). 
Legends weak/scraped/off-flan, fine, centres very fine, rare. 

349 Type XVI, m.m. cross over annulet, similar, from same rev. die, 
21.6grs. (N.1634; $.2103; B. & W. XVI). Legends part weak 
and with rough surfaces, good fine (no wear), rare. 

350 Type XVI, m.m. cross and annulet, similar, from same oby. die as 
last (N.1634; S.2103; B.& W. XVI). Severely clipped 
(17.7grs.), fair but rare. 

351 Type XVIIIb/XVI mule, oby. m.m. cross over annulet (?), large 
trefoils on cusps (not over crown, nor on breast), reads pi (as 
groats of this type, see note at lot 324) and Fra (saltire after), 
saltire stops, rev. without m.m., no stops, old lettering (A.), 
21.5grs. (N.1634; S.2103; B.& W. XVIIIb/XVI,_ var. a). 
Smoothed and polished, legends weak, fair, centres fine, rare. 
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352* Type XVIIIb, m.m. pierced cross with pellet in 3rd. quarter, large 
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trefoils on all cusps except on breast, reads pi, no stops, 
22.1grs. (N.1634; $.2103; B. & W. XVIIIb). Rough surfaces, 
almost very fine, rare. 

Type XXI, m.m. cinquefoil, small trefoils on cusps (except on 
breast), reads DEI, saltire stops on rev. only, 19.Ogrs. (N.1634: 
S.2103; B.& W. XXI). Edge split with surface cracks but 
good fine, rare. 

York, Type XII, m.m. lis (larger on rev., cf. groats, lots 342-343), 
trefoils on cusps (not over crown), reads FRAN, no stops 
(N.1636; $.2109; B. & W. XII). Piece missing (16.8grs.), bent 
and cracked, with corrosion on top edge, fair and rare. 

Canterbury (Royal), Type XVIIIb (3), m.m. rose, all with c on 
breast, trefoils on cusps, rev. c in centre, saltire stops both 
sides, dies differ (N.1638; S.2107; B. & W. XVIIIb). Good 
very fine, almost very fine (off-centre), and fine. 

Type XVIIIb/XIX mules (2), both m.m. rose, obv. similar to last 
but without trefoils over crown, one without stops, rev. 
without c in centre, and Type XIX (4) m.m. rose, all without 
trefoils over crown, without stops on oby., and without c on 
rev. (N.1637; S.2106; B. & W. XVIIIb/XIX (2) and XIX (4)). 
One very fine and round (reverse double struck), two nearly 
very fine, others fair or fine, the mule not listed in B. & W. but 
“is frequent” (p. 302). 

Type XX/XVIII mule (2), m.m. rose, both with c on breast and in 
centre of rev. (as lot 355), but no trefoils on any cusps, saltire 
stops on rev. only (N.1638; S.2107; B. & W. XX/XVIIIb and 
p. 302). Very fine and nearly so. 

Type XX (5), m.m. rose, all with oby. c on breast, no trefoils on 
cusps and no stops, and rev. rose in centre, saltire stops, two 
from the same rev. die (N.1639; $.2108; B. & W. XX). Fine to 
very fine. 
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359 Type XXI (4), all from same dies with obv. m.m. LCF, no C on 
breast and no trefoils on cusps, reads DEI, and rev. m.m. cin- 
quefoil, nothing in centre, no stops either side (N.1640: 
S.2105; B. & W. XXI). One fair, others fine or better (one 
chipped). 

PENNIES 

360 London, Type XIV (2), m.m. small annulet on oby. only, both read 
EDWARD DI GRA REX ANG, no stops, dies differ (N.1641: 
S.2110; B. & W. XIV, 2). Fine but small (8.0grs.) and fair 
with edge split (9.0grs.). 

361 Type XVIII, m.m. pierced cross with pellet in 4th. quarter on oby. 
only, reads ANGL, no stops, 9.2grs. (N.1641; S.2110: 
B. & W. XVIIIb, 1). Cracked to centre otherwise fine and full, 
rare; ex. G. C. Drabble (1066) and R. Carlyon-Britton 
Collections. 

362 Type XXI, m.m. cinquefoil on oby. only, reads DEI and ANG, no 
stops, 8.6grs. (N.1641; 8.2110; B. & W. XXI, 2, and pl. XIII, 
22, same oby. die). Fine and full but reverse double struck. 

363* Type XXI, m.m. cinquefoil on oby. only, similar, different dies 
from last, 11.2grs. (N.1641; S.2110; B. & W. XXI, 2). Edge 
crack and scratched (by cleaning) in obverse field, otherwise 
very fine. 

364* Canterbury (Royal), Type XIX (?), m.m. (?) on oby. only, nothing 
on breast nor by bust, reads [Der] and ANGL (N.1657; S.2112: 
B. & W.(?)). Clipped (9.0grs.), otherwise nearly _fine, 
extremely rare, a die duplicate (BM) does not show a clear 
m.m., but does read DEI, which might suggest a later date. 

365* Type XXI, m.m. LcF on oby. only, similar, reads ANG, 10.6grs. 
(N.1657; S.2112; B.& W. XXI, quoted from this coin). 
Centres weak but very fine, extremely rare, ex. Capt. C. L. V. 
Marno, R. Carlyon-Britton, 1921 (134) and R. Carlyon- 
Britton, 1958, Collections. 
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366* York, Archbishop George Neville (1471-1472), Type XII, obv. 
m.m. SCF over large lis, reads ANG, an old die with quatrefoils 
by bust, quatrefoil in centre of rev., 10.2grs. (N.1644; S.2124; 
B. & W. XII, 1). Slightly off-centre, otherwise nearly very fine, 
extremely rare; ex. Dr. L. A. Lawrence (1217). 

367 Type XII (6), m.m. scr on oby. only, similar to last but new dies 
with G and key by bust, ANG (3) and ANGL (3) (N.1645: 
S.2125; B.& W. XII, 2). About fine for these poorly struck 
pieces (last turned over in the die). 

368* Sede Vacante (Neville suspended, 1472-1475), Type XIV, obv. 
m.m. annulet, no marks by bust, ANG, rev. without quatrefoil, 
11.0grs. (N.1647, note; S—; B. & W. XIV, 1, note; Delme- 
Radcliffe, BNJ XLI, p. 181, no. 8, this coin, from same rev. 
die as BNJ XXI, pl. I, 9). Very fine and round, extremely rare, 
a most interesting piece in the series. 

369* Type XVI, m.m. cross over annulet on oby. only, no marks by 
bust, quatrefoil in centre of rev., 11.9grs. (N.1647; S.2127: 
B. & W. XVI, 1). Irregular shape, legends weak with traces of 
double striking, fine with good portrait, rare. 

370 Type XVI (5), m.m. rose on ody. only, nothing by bust (2) and £ 
and rose by bust (3), all with quatrefoil in centre of rev. 
(N.1647 (2) and 1648 (3); 8.2127 (2) and 2128 (3); 
B. & W. XVI,2 (2) and 3 (3)). First nearly very fine 
(10.8grs.), others fair or fine (one chipped). 

371 Archbishop George Neville (1475-1476), Type XVI, m.m. rose 
over annulet on ody. only, G and key by bust, quatrefoil in 
centre of rev., 10.0grs. (N.1650; $.2130; B. & W. XVI, 5). 
Reverse scraped, fine and rare; ex. R. Carlvon-Britton 
Collection. 

372 Type XVI (5), m.m. rose on obyv. only, all with G and key by bust 
and quatrefoil in centre of rev. (N.1650; S.2130:; 
B. & W. XVI, 6). One fair, others better than fine. 
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373 Sede Vacante (1476), Type (?) (2), obv. from same die with m.m. 
rose, no marks by bust, but rose on breast, rev. quatrefoil in 
centre (N.1651; $.2131; B. & W. Type (?)). Fine and fair. 

374 Archbishop Lawrence Booth (1476-1480), Type (?) (7), m.m. rose 
on oby. only, all with B and key by bust and quatrefoil in centre 
of rev., one reads per (N.1652; $.2132; B. & W. Type (?)). 

Two fair, others mostly fine or better. 

375* Archbishop Thomas Rotherham (1480-1483), Type XXI (2), 
m.m. rose, both with T and key by bust and quatrefoil in centre 
of rev., 11.6 and 10.8grs. (N.1654; $.2134; B. & W. XXI, 4). 
Very fine (illustrated) ex. E. J. Winstanley Collection, and 
Sine (weak). 

376* Type XXI, m.m. rose, similar to last but with star on breast and to 
right of crown, reads ANGL, 10.7grs. (N.1656; S.2136; 
B. & W. XXI, 6). Cross scratched across face and with edge 
splits, but fine, very rare. 

377 Durham, Bishop Lawrence Booth, London dies (1471—1473) 
reading DERAM (5), Type XIII (2), m.m. trefoil, nothing by 
bust, second reads DEORAM (?) (N.1658; S.2114; 
B. & W. XIII), first with legends weak/flat, centres fine or 
better, second fair, and Type XIV (3), m.m. rose, all with B 
and trefoil by bust and D in centre of rev., two from same oby. 
die (N.1659; 8.2115; B. & W. XIV), poorly struck, fair to fine. 

378 Type XVa, m.m. pellet-in-annulet, B and trefoil by bust, p in centre 
of rev. (N.1659; S$.2115; B. & W. XVa and pl. III, 8, this coin) 
and Type XVb (2), m.m. rose, lis by bust and p in centre of 
rey. (N.1660; S.2116; B. & W. XVb). Fine; first ex. C. A. 
Whitton Collection. 

379 Local dies (1473-1476), reading DvNOLMIE (5), all m.m. pansy, 
with B to left of crown, v on breast and p in centre of rev., with 
nothing by bust (2), revs. no marks (a mule) and with v under 
cIv1 and extra pellet in each quarter, and with crosses by bust 
(3), revs. similar to last (N.1663; $.2119 var., 2119 and 2120 
(3); B: & W. (a), 1, 3, 5 (2—from same obv. die, one pl. II, 10, 
this coin (sic) and 6). First corroded, fair, third very fine, 
others fine or better. 
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Local dies (3), all m.m. rose, with crosses over crown and on 
breast and p in centre of rev., with extra pellet under civi (1), 
DVNO (1) and in each quarter (1) (N.1661; S.2117; 
B. & W. (b)). First very scratched (by cleaning), fair, others 
fine and nearly so. 

Sede Vacante (1476), local dies (4), all m.m. rose, with p in centre 
of rev., with nothing by bust (2), both with rev. v under civ! 
and extra pellet in each quarter, a mule with rev. of the pre- 
vious issue (N.1664/1663; $.2121/2120) and with no marks 
(2) (N.1664; 8.2121). First very fine, others fair (last 
uncertain). 

Bishop William Dudley (1476-1483), Local dies (5), all m.m. cin- 
quefoil with p and v by bust, with pb in centre of rev. (2), 
without pD (3), one with extra pellet in each quarter (N.1666: 
§.2123). Poorly struck, almost fine. 

HALFPENNIES 

London (3), Type XII, m.m. scr, Type XIV, m.m. annulet, and 
Type XV, m.m._ pellet-in-annulet (N.1667; S.2137; 
B. & W. XII, XIV and XV). First fine, others both corroded 
and cracked/pierced, fair, all rare. 

Type XVI, mam cross and four pellets (N.1667; $.2137; 
B. & W. XVI, 1). Almost very fine, rare. 

Type XVII (2), m.m. pierced cross (one m.m. uncertain) and Type 
XVIIIb (3), m.m. pierced cross with pellet (4th. quarter) 
(N.1667; S.2137; B. & W. XVIIb). Second cracked, fine or 
very fine. 

386* Type XVIIIb, m.m. pierced cross with pellet (3rd. quarter), reads 

387 

pel (N.1667; $.2137; B. & W. XVIIIb, 2). Almost very fine, a 
rare variety; ex. Dr. L. A. Lawrence (662) and R. Carlvon- 
Britton Collections. 

Type XXI (4), m.m. cinquefoil (N. 1667; S.2137; B. & W. XXI, 1). 
Fine to very fine; first ex. R. Carlyon-Britton Collection. 
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388* Type XXII, m.m sun-and-rose, formerly ascribed to Edward V, 
3.1grs. (N.1667; S.2148; B. & W. XXII, 1). Corroded and 
pierced, fair but extremely rare; ex. F. A. Walters, 1932 (360), 
R. C. Lockett (1650) and G. W. Bower, Glendinings, 16th 
June, 1977 (319). 

389* Type XXII, m.m. sun-and-rose (N.1667; S.2137; B. & W. 
XXII, 1). The mint mark not clear but identified by “propeller” 
pellets on the reverse, scratched on obverse, almost fine, 
extremely rare. 

Forgeries 

390 Groats (8), London (5), m.m.’s rose (2, one of Bristol style), LCF 
and scr (2, one very base), Bristol (2), m.m. oby. rose, rev. sun 
(cf. SCBI, Bristol 104) and m.m. rose on oby. only (ex. 
RCL 1644) and Coventry (1), Half-Groats (2), Canterbury 
and a York/Canterbury mule, Pennies (2), London and York, 
and a Halfpenny of London: others of Richard HI (3), a 
Groat, Half-Groat (altered die of Edward IV) and a Half- 
penny, all London, and a BM electrotype (obv.) of an Edward 
V Groat (Grueber 366). All but the last two contemporary, 
mainly fine or better, and interesting group. 

RICHARD III (1483-1485) 

391* Groat, London, m.m. sun-and-rose (N.1679; §.2159). A_ little 
small (45.5grs.), but good fine. 

392* Groat, London, mm. boars head (mo. 2) (N.1679: S.2159). 
Clipped (41.1 grs.) and has had gilding removed (so as to give 
a cast appearance), otherwise very fine. 

393* Groat, London, m.m. sun-and-rose (no. 2) on oby. only, pellet 
below bust (N.1680; S.2160). Edge flaw (mounting (?)), 
almost very fine. 

394* Groat, York, m.m. sun-and-rose (no. 2) on oby. only, 37.Sgrs. 
(N.1681; 8.2161). Almost very fine, rare. 
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395 Pennies, York, of Archbishop Thomas Rotherham (4), all with T 
and key by bust and quatrefoil in centre of rev. (N.1686: 
S.2167—8). Mint marks illegible, all worn/clipped, but rare. 

396* Penny, Durham, Bishop John Sherwood, with s on breast and p in 
centre of rev., m.m. lis, 11.3grs. (N.1687; $.2169). Fine and 
rare. 

397 Pennies, Durham, of Bishop John Sherwood (3), all similar to last. 
One ragged, fine, others clipped or worn (perhaps issues of 
Henry VII). 

HENRY VII (1485-1509) 

Class I with open crown (1485-1488) 

398* Groat, m.m. ody. halved lis-and-rose (undecipherable), rev. halved 
sun-and-rose, nothing on breast, saltire stops both sides 
(N.1703; S.2193; SCBI, Oxford, 93/—). Obverse smoothed, 
Sine, reverse better. 

399* Groat, m.m. lis-on-rose, rose on breast, saltire stops both sides 
(N.1703; $.2193; SCBI, Oxford, 99/—). Two small edge splits 
and smoothed, better than fine. 

400* Groat, m.m. lis-on-rose, nothing on breast, saltire stops both sides, 
double after FRANC (N.1703; $.2193; SCBI, Oxford, 105/—). 
A trifle short of flan and off-centre, very fine. 

401* Groats, m.m. lis-on-rose (2), with nothing on breast (note tressure 
at cusp) and with fleur on breast (N.1703; S.2193; SCBI, 
Oxford, — and 113). First with edge split, otherwise very fine 
(dirty), second fair. 

402 Groat, m.m. rose on oby. only, fleur on breast and saltires by bust, 
rev. saltire after POSVI, CIVITAS and LONDON, trefoil after DEVM 
(N.1703; S.2194; SCBI, Oxford, 143/131). Edges rather flat, 
fine. 
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403* Groat, m.m. rose on oby. only, fleur on breast and saltires by bust, 
rey. saltire vice m.m., trefoil stops both sides (N.1703; S.2194; 
SCBI, Oxford —). Die flaw on face, almost very fine (dirty). 

404* Groat, m.m. rose on oby. only, fleur on breast, crosses (not saltire) 
by bust, trefoil stops (double after FRANC), rev. saltire vice 
m.m., trefoil stops (N.1703; $.2194; SCBI, Oxford, —/143). 
Almost very fine. 

405* Half-Groat, London, m.m. lis-on-rose on oby. only, nothing on 
cusps, saltire stops (N.1707; S$.2202; SCBI, Oxford, 151; 
LAL 679, same dies). Clipped nearly to inner circle (17.7grs.) 
and cracked (10 o'clock), otherwise fine, excessively rare, only 
5 specimens noted by Potter & Winstanley, BNJ XXX, p. 293. 

406**Half-Groats, Canterbury, Archbishop John Morton (2), Type I 
with open crown, m.m. tun on oby. only, crosses by neck, rev. 
M in centre, and Type I/IIb mule, oby. as last, rev. eye before 
posvi (N.1710 and 1710/1711; S$.2207 and S.2207/2208; 
SCBI, Oxford, cf. 157 and 522 for a I/IIa mule; see Potter and 
Winstanley, BNJ XXX, p. 295). Almost very fine and fine 
(reverse scraped), very rare. 

407* Penny, Canterbury, Archbishop John Morton, Type II, m.m. tun 
on oby. only, crosses by bust, rev. M in centre, 11.2grs. 
(N.1719; S$.2220; SCBI, Oxford, —). A little ragged and 
double struck on reverse, otherwise very fine, excessively rare, 
only 4 specimens noted by Winstanley, BNJ XXXI, p. 119 
(BM (2), FitzW, RCL). 

408 Pennies, York, Archbishop Thomas Rotherham, with h in centre 
of rev. (2), both with T and cross by bust (N.1721; $.2223: 
Potter & Winstanley, BNJ XXXI, p.119, Type II). Mint 
marks indecipherable, one irregular shape, fine, other with 
legends nearly flat, centres fine. 

409* Penny, York, Archbishop Thomas Rotherham, with quatrefoil in 
centre of rev., m.m. sun-and-rose, T and trefoil by bust and rer. 
extra pellets in two quarters, 10.7grs. (N.1722; $.2224: Potter 
& Winstanley, BNJ XXXI, p. 119, Typel). Very fine, rare 
thus. 
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Pennies, York, Archbishop Thomas Rotherham, with quatrefoil in 
centre of rev. (4), similar to last, one without extra pellets (?). 
Mint marks not decipherable, fine or better. 

Penny, Durham, Bishop John Sherwood, with s on breast and D in 
centre of rev., nothing by bust, 9.7grs. (N.1732; $.2222). Mint 
mark not clear, fine and rare. 

Halfpenny, London, m.m. lis-and-rose (?), no marks by bust, 
5.8grs. (N.1732; $.2239). Obverse a little flat, but fine, reverse 
badly struck, fair, rare. 

Halfpenny, London, m.m. rose (?), with crosses by bust, 6.8grs. 
(N.1732; S.2241). Obverse legend flat, centre and reverse very 
fine, rare. 

IRISH COINS of Edward IV 

Anonymous “Crown” Coinage (c. 1460-1463), Groat, Dublin, 
oby. tressure of nine arches, rev. annulet in 2nd and 3rd 
quarters (D. & F. 79; S$.6272). Striking split at top and edge 
slightly buckled, almost very fine. 

Heavy “Cross and Pellets’ Coinage (1470?—1473?), Groat, 
Dublin, m.m. rose, obv. without marks (D. & F. 118; $.6303). 
A little small and legends partly weak, centres very fine. 

Groats, Trim (2), both m.m. pierced cross, one with pellet either 
side of central fleur of crown, other with saltire under vit 
(S.63 12). First pierced (36.4grs.) and legends part flat, second 
small (30.6grs.) and off-centre, fine and better. 

Half-Groat, Dublin, m.m. rose on oby. only, annulets by bust 
(D. & F. 124; 8.6320). Cracked and chipped, almost very fine, 
very rare. 
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Light “Cross and Pellets’ Coinage (1473—1478?), Groat, Dublin, 
m.m. plain cross, obv. pellet in three spandrils below bust, rer. 
extra pellet in Ist and 4th quarters (D. & F. 133; $.6335). 
Almost extremely fine, rare thus. 

Groats, Dublin (2), m.m. cross, with quatrefoils by bust, clipped 
(20.3grs.) almost to inner circle otherwise very fine, and m.m. 
sun, G on breast, bottom edge flat, but fine. 

Groat, Drogheda, m.m. pierced cross, G on breast, rev. annulet in 
2nd and 3rd quarters, extra pellet in Ist and 4th quarters 
(D. & F. 132; cf S.6339A). Some corrosion at bottom of 
obverse, but very fine, a very rare variety. 

Groat, Limerick, m.m. oby. pierced cross, rev. rose, L on breast, 
cinquefoils by bust, after civiTAs, and vice inner pellet in 2nd 
and 3rd quarters of rev. (S.6341). Trifle weak at edge, 
otherwise very fine. 

Groats, Waterford (2), both m.m. pierced cross, with G on breast 
and saltires in 2nd and 3rd quarters of rey. (S.6349). Very fine 
and nearly so. 

Pennies, Dublin (4), all without marks by bust, revs. plain (1), 
quatrefoil (2) (S.6364, 6365 (2) ), fine, and with two pellets 
(S.6360, 6361 (2) and 6361A). One chipped, poorly struck, 
fine. 

Pennies, Dublin (4), with pellets by bust (3), revs. plain (1) and 
quatrefoil (2) (S.6364, 6365 (2)), fine, and with two pellets 
above crown (not listed by Seaby), broken in two and repaired 
(small piece missing), otherwise very fine (illustrated). 

Pennies, Dublin (4), all with mullets, by bust (1) and by crown (3) 
(S.6366 and 6367 (3)). One dented, fine. 

Pennies, Drogheda, all without marks by bust, revs. plain, rose in 
centre, and with annulet in 2nd and 3rd quarters (S.6368, 
6370 and not listed). First cracked, others both with obverse 
Jair, reverse fine. 
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427 Pennies, Drogheda (3), all with pellets by bust, revs. plain (1) and 
quatrefoil (2) (S.6372, 6373 (2)). Two chipped, otherwise fine. 

428 Pennies (2), Waterford, annulets by neck, rev. quatrefoil (S.6379), 
very fine but small, and Trim, no marks (?) by bust, rev. 
quatrefoil (S.6383), irregular shape, fine. 

429* Suns and Roses Coinage, Penny, Dublin, obv. rose and sun alter- 
nating at crown and by bust, rev. rose at centre, suns and 
roses alternating in angles (D. & F. 167; S.6394). Small, 
almost very fine, rare. 

430 Black leatherette coin box, 13in. wide, 7+in. high, 94+in. deep, with 
rising lid, fall front, handle at top, containing 20 synthetic 
trays to take 1080 coins of size 1:in., another, 15in. wide, 4in. 
high, 10in. deep, with rising top and handle at front, contain- 
ing 9 synthetic trays to take 647 coins, 108 of size 1;in. and 
539 of size lin.; miscellaneous coins, etc. (6). Fine to very fine. 

END OF SALE 
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STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE 

1. Definitions. In these Conditions Glendining & Co. 
who act only as auctioneers and agents are called 
“Glendinings” and the representative of Glendinings con- 
ducting the auction is called “the Auctioneer”. 

2. General. Whilst Glendinings make every effort to 
ensure the accuracy of their catalogues and the descrip- 
tion of any lot:- 

(a) Each lot as set out in the catalogue or as divided 
or combined with any other lot or lots is sold by the 
vendor with all faults, imperfections and errors of 
descriptions. 
(b) Glendinings do not accept responsibility for the 
authenticity, attribution, genuineness, origin, author- 
ship, date, age, period, condition or quality of any lot 
or any other errors of description. 
(c) All statements whether printed in the catalogue or 
made orally as to any of the matters set out in (b) 
above are statements of opinion only and are not to 
be taken as being or implying any warranties or 
representations of fact by Glendinings. 

3. The Auction. (a) The Auctioneer has absolute 
discretion to divide any lot, to combine any two or more 
lots or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale, to refuse 
bids, regulate bidding or cancel the sale without in any 
case giving any reason or without previous notice. He 
may bid on behalf of the vendor for all goods which are 
being offered subject to reserve or at the Auctioneer’s 
discretion. 

(b) The highest bidder shall be the Buyer unless if, 
during or immediately after the Sale of the Lot, the 
Auctioneer considers that a dispute has arisen or that 
there is any other reason for so doing, he has absolute 
discretion to settle it or to re-offer the Lot. 
(c) Each lot is put up for sale subject to any reserve 
price placed by the vendor. Where there is no reserve 
price (but not otherwise) the seller has the right to bid 
either personally or by any one person (who may be 
the Auctioneer). 
(d) All conditions, notices, descriptions, statements 
and other matters in the catalogue and elsewhere con- 
cerning any lot are subject to any statements modify- 
ing or affecting the same made by the auctioneer 
from the rostrum prior to any bid being accepted for 
the lot. 

4. V.A.T. The Buyer will be liable to pay V.A.T. at 
the standard rate on the hammer price on those Lots 
indicated with a dagger (+) after the Lot number. This 
V.A.T. is refundable on proof of export by Overseas 
Buyer. 

5. Premium. The Buyer shall pay the hammer price 
together with a premium of 10% of the hammer price. 
The premium is NOT negotiable and attracts V.A.T. at 
the Standard Rate and is payable by ALL Buyers. 

6. Recission. Notwithstanding any other terms of 
these Conditions, if within fourteen days after the sale 
Glendinings have received from the buyer of any lot 
notice in writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate 
forgery and within twenty-one days after such notifica- 
tion the buyer returns the same to Glendinings in the 
same condition as at the time of sale and within a reason- 
able period thereafter by producing evidence, the burden 
of proof to be upon the buyer, satisfies Glendinings that 
considered in the light of the entry in the catalogue the lot 
is a deliberate forgery then the sale of the lot will be 
rescinded and the purchase price of the same refunded. 
The vendor agrees to be bound by Glendinings’ decision. 

7. Default. Glendinings disclaim responsibility for 

default by either the buyer or the vendor because they act 

as Auctioneers only and therefore do not pay out to the 

vendor until payment is received from the buyer. Instruc- 

tions given by telephone are accepted at the sender’s risk 

and must be confirmed in writing forthwith. 

8. Third Party Liability. Every person on Glendin- 

ings’ premises at any time shall be deemed to be there at 

his own risk. He shall have no claim against Glendinings 

in respect of any accident which may occur or injury, 

damage or loss howsoever caused, save in so far as the 

injury, damage or loss shall be caused by the negligence 

of Glendinings’ employees. 

VENDORS CONDITIONS 

9. Instructions. As Glendinings are auctioneers all 
goods delivered to Glendinings’ premises will be deemed 
to be delivered for sale by auction unless otherwise stated 
in writing and will be catalogued and sold at Glendinings’ 
discretion and accepted by Glendinings subject to all the 
Sale Conditions. By delivering the goods to Glendinings 
for inclusion in their auction sales each vendor 
acknowledges that he or she has accepted and agreed to 
be bound by all these Conditions. 

10. Loss or Damage. Glendinings disclaim all 
responsibility for loss or damage to goods or for 
unauthorised removal of goods unless caused by the 
negligence of their employees. 

11. Storage. Glendinings reserve the right to store or 
arrange for the storage of goods delivered to them for 
sale either on their own premises or elsewhere at their 
sole discretion. They exempt themselves from any 
liability for loss or damage to goods delivered to their 
sale rooms without sufficient sale instructions and 
reserve the right to make a minimum storage charge at 
25p per lot per day for such goods (unless the loss or 
damage is caused by the negligence of their employees). 

12. Right to Sell. Vendors will be charged for goods 
left on the premises if the vendor has been requested to 
remove them and if the goods are not removed within 
twenty-one days of such request Glendinings reserve the 
right to sell the goods to defray costs and s.orage 
charges. 

13. (a) Insurance. Unless otherwise instructed in 
writing all goods on Glendinings’ premises and in their 
custody will be held insured against the risks of fire, 
burglary and water damage (but not against accidental 
breakage or damage) for which insurance Glendinings 
will charge a premium of £1 per £100 (minimum 10p). 
The value of the goods so covered shall be the gross 
amount realised, or in the case of unsold lots the best bid, 
or in the case of goods withdrawn prior to a sale that 
which the specialised staff of Glendinings shall in their 
absolute discretion estimate to be the auction value of 
such goods. 

(b) Glendinings shall not be responsible for damage 
to or the loss, theft or destruction of any goods not so 
insured upon the owner’s written instructions. 



(c) Glendinings shall not be responsible for 
accidental breakage, loss or damage howsoever 
caused unless directly caused by negligence of their 
employees. 

(d) In respect of any article delivered to Glendinings 
if the vendor has in force a policy or policies of 
insurance in which the article is specifically 
mentioned as being insured whether or not for an 
agreed sum or value, the vendor shall notify his 
insurers of and shall himself note Glendinings’ 
interest as bailees in such policy or policies. 

14. Reserves. (a) All goods are put up for sale 
WITHOUT RESERVE unless written instruction as to 
reserve are received by Glendinings prior to the com- 
mencement of the sale. 

(b) In the event of any reserve price not being 
reached at auction, Glendinings are empowered to 
sell after the auction, by private treaty, at not less 
than the reserve price, as long as the goods remain on 
Glendinings’ premises. In the event of such a sale by 
private treaty the Conditions of Sale applicable to a 
buyer governing the auction will apply. 

15. Indemnity. The Vendor shall duly indemnify 
Glendinings against any claims in connection with any 
goods sold by Glendinings on the vendor’s behalf. 

16. Value Added Tax. A vendor who sends for sale 
by auction any chattel(s) which is an asset of his business 
must disclose to the Auctioneer whether or not he is a 
registered person for Value Added Tax purposes and, if 
so, his registered number and whether or not he intends 
to operate the special scheme covering works of art, etc. 
This information must be supplied to the Auctioneer on 
or prior to delivery of the goods. 

BUYERS CONDITIONS 

17. Inspection. Ample opportunity is given for ins- 
pection and each purchaser by making a bid for a lot 
acknowledges that he has satisfied himself fully before 
bidding by inspection or otherwise as fo all the Sale 
Conditions, the physical condition of and description of 
the lot including but not restricted to whether the lot is 
damaged or has been repaired. 

18. Property and Risk. The property in a lot shall not 
pass to the buyer until he has paid the purchase price in 
full but each lot is at the sole risk of the purchaser from 
the fall of the hammer. Each purchaser shall forthwith 
give his full names and permanent address and if called 
upon to do so by the Auctioneer shall forthwith pay to 
Glendinings such proportion of the purchase price as the 
Auctioneer may require. If the purchaser fails to do so, 
the lot may at the Auctioneer’s sole discretion be put up 

again and re-sold. 

19. Removal of Goods. (a) No purchase shall be 
claimed or removed until the sale has been concluded. All 
lots shall be paid for and removed at the buyer’s risk and 
expense by the end of the seventh working day after the 
sale, failing which the Auctioneer shall not be responsible 
if the same are lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed, and all 
lots not so removed shall remain at the risk of the buyer 
and subject to a minimum warehousing charge of 25p 
per lot per day. If they are not paid for and removed 
within seven days of the Sale the Auctioneer may re-sell 
them by auction or privately without notice to the buyer. 
Any liability which there may be on the part of the 
Auctioneer in respect of any loss shall be restricted to a 
maximum of the price paid by the purchaser of the lot. 

(b) If any buyer fails to comply with any of the 
above conditions the damages recoverable from the 
defaulter shall include all loss arising from any re-sale 
of the lot, together with the charges and expenses in 
respect of both sales, and any money deposited in 
part payment shall be held by the Auctioneer against 
the defaulter’s liability and may be appropriated in 
settlement of that liability. 
(c) Buyers must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy 
of their purchases at the time of delivery. The 
Auctioneers not to be liable for any discrepancy 
which might be discovered after the Lots have been 
removed from their premises. 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

BIDS 

We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of 
GRAHAM) on behalf of intending buyers, and no 
charge is made for this service. Lots will be purchased as 
cheaply as permitted by other bids and reserves. Both 
written and telephone bids must be submitted an hour 
before the sale commences, and should be entered on the 
forms provided. Bids left by telephone will be accepted 
only on the condition that they are at the sender’s risk, 
and must in any case be confirmed in writing. 

EXPORT LICENCES 

A specific Licence is required before export from the 
U.K. of items that cost £8,000, or more, and are at least 
50 years old, and also for certain other categories. For 
further information, please enquire in the General Office. 



GLENDINING & CO. 
7, Blenheim Street, 

New Bond Street, London, W1Y 9LD 

Telephone: 01-493 2445 (3 lines) 

OPEN DAILY FOR THE RECEPTION OF FINE ART PROPERTY 
~— 

Expert advice freely given to intending sellers. 

We insure all goods in our custody (unless instructed to the contrary), 

charging a premium of £1.00 per £100.00. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENTS 

Notice of all Sales appear in the Daily Telegraph on Mondays 

and The Times on Tuesdays. 

We are pleased to execute bids, free of charge, 

for buyers unable to attend the Sales. 

VALUATIONS FOR PROBATE AND INSURANCE 

Terms on application. 
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SALE CATALOGUES 
On the average we issue twelve or more Coin Catalogues and 
three Naval & Military Medal Catalogues each year, some of 
which are usually of Sales of important Collections. 

CATALOGUE SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Sale Catalogues, frequently illustrated, are normally posted to 
Subscribers about three weeks prior to the date of Sale. 

Lists of “Prices Bid” are issued after each Sale, thus giving at a 
glance a reliable guide to value. The final test of value must 
always be auction prices rather than the figures given in books 
of reference, for changing times and fashions soon render the 
latter obsolete and misleading. The Lists of “Prices Bid” will 
probably be enclosed in a following Sale Catalogue. 

AIR MAIL POSTAGE 
To allow subscribers resident outside Europe time to submit 
Postal Bids, Sale Catalogues will, if desired, be sent by Air 
Mail. Air Mail postage is not, however, included in the Sub- 
scription Rate and the cost must be borne by the Subscriber. 
In such cases a deposit against the cost is required. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(commencing from Ist January ) 

SURFACE MAIL 
(including postage) a hes ee AIR 

Type of U.K., LofM.| ALL MAIL 
Catalogue C.I., Irish other [excluding postage) 

Republic | places 
—_—— 

COIN Sales £12 £15 £10 

NAVAL & MILITARY 
MEDAL Sales baa £2 £] 

Deposit required against cost of AIR MAIL postage: 
Coin Sales add 
Medal Sales add 

Catalogues of past Sales cannot be supplied. 

eens © 
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GLENDINING & Co. pes axe 
AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS os 

of 

COINS & MEDALS 

RA AAA AAG cers 
OS OOOO? LO PLAX III FIILIIIIFS* 

CASH ADVANCES 

If required, cash advances will be made at our diventeseies WS 
and at our valuations on the understanding that Lots are | 
submitted for sale ENTIRELY WITHOUT RESERVE [% 
and at a Commission Rate of 124% on realisation. —_ a 
In the event of repayment of the Cash Advance before the — 
Sale takes place, a charge of 10% on the amount advan 
will be payable. 

COMMISSION FOR SELLING 

10% on the amount realised Mine Charge 

5% on reserve prices for Lots £10.00. . 
remaining unsold per 

All goods will be held insured against fire and burgl 
pending sale, at a premium of £1 per £100, unless the 
Auctioneers are instructed to the contrary. mares 

SETTLEMENT MADE 14 DAYS AFTER DATE OF SALE : 

EXPERT ADVICE ‘ im 
Expert advice is immediately available for the diaiiinne, 
tion of property submitted to these Rooms for Sale We 3 
Auction, a 

VALUATIONS | 
Probate and Insurance Valuations on Collections at 
agreed scale of charges. 

$0000000000000000000000000000000 OOO OOOO OOOO 

Further information on application to the Auctioneers we ‘a 

7, Blenheim Street, New Bond Street, London, W.1. 

Telephone: 01-493 2445 (3 lines) 

Pardy & Son (Printers) Ltd., Ringwood Industrial Park, Ringwood, BH24 3SF. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE COINS OF 

EDWARD IV 

from the MRS. M. DELME-RADCLIFFE COLLECTION 

“f 

© Copyright British Numismatic Society 1985 
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Concordance of photographs to 

Lot numbers of Glendining & Co. 

auction of 17 April 1985 

Photo Lots L56=1779 
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200-21 ti 
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